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   Untimely damage detection/heath monitoring of rails and improper functioning of the 

trackside infrastructure like signals, gates, switches etc results in service disruptions, inefficient 

transportation management, or severe train accidents and cause huge direct and indirect losses. 

To facilitate policy makers and rail transportation agencies to make informed decisions on 

operating and managing the region’s transportation system implementing continuous health 

monitoring methods for rails and self powering the railway track side electric infrastructure is 

essential.  

In this thesis continuous structural health monitoring methods for rail is developed. The 

train(actuator) induced elastic waves are used for long range damage detection and piezoelectric 

admittance based methods are used for localized damage detection. Train induced high 

frequency elastic waves are analyzed by taking the wheel-rail interaction as the moving Hertzian 

contact forces using the semi-analytical finite element analysis. Their feasibility for long range 

damage detection is explained by calculating their decay rate. Low cost piezoelectric admittance 

based method using higher order inductive circuits is analyzed. The circuit parameters are 

optimized to enhance admittance damage metric sensitivity for localized damage detection. 

Energy harvested from the railway track vibrations due to the moving trains can be used 

to self power the railway track side electric infrastructure. In this thesis the available power in 

the track site is estimated. Conventional Linear electromagnetic energy harvesters are assessed 

for energy harvesting from the erratic railway track vibrations and improvements to the linear 
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harvester design to achieve high power density are discussed. A novel high efficient and reliable 

rotational energy harvester suitable for the irregular track vibration energy harvesting is 

proposed. The harvester designed has mechanical motion rectifier to convert the irregular up-

and-down vibration into regular unidirectional rotation and a flywheel to stabilize the generator 

speed. A full-scale prototype of this novel energy harvester was built and preliminarily tested in 

lab. The power harvested is sufficient enough for powering the track side electric infrastructure 

like signal lights, track switches etc as well as the structural health monitoring systems. 
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Chapter 1 - Motivation and literature review 

1 Motivation 

The railroad transportation, including the commuter rail and subway, plays a very important role 

in the economy and quality of life for the people. About two-thirds of all U.S. passenger rail 

riders, and one in every three U.S. mass transit users, rides trains in the New York Metropolitan 

Region.  To facilitate policy makers and transportation agencies to make informed decisions on 

operating and managing the region’s transportation system, continuous structural health 

monitoring of rails and proper maintenance of the track side electric infrastructures (signal lights, 

road crossing gates, wireless communication, train and track monitoring, positive train control, 

etc) is very much essential.  

Unfortunately, the continuous structural health monitoring of rails and the cost-effective and 

reliable power supply needed for the electrical infrastructures remains a challenge. The existing 

rail damage detection/health monitoring system need a moving actuator and sensing system and 

the track should be traffic free while operating them. This leads to untimely damage detection 

which happens once in a year. Significant portion of the rails are in the underground tunnels, on 

the bridges, or in relative remote areas, as shown in Figure 1.1 where the energy needed to power 

electric infrastructure is uneconomical to install and maintain. Thus failure of the continuous 

structural health monitoring and cost-effective electrical supply for railway electrical 

infrastructures leads to service disruptions, inefficient transportation management, severe train 

accidents and derailments. 

 

Figure 1.1 (a)No warning lights and gates in remote area, (b) subway tunnels requires significant 

expenditure for power wiring and (c) improper track structure monitoring and positive train control. 
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Safety statistics data from the US Federal Railroad Administration indicate that train accidents 

caused by track failures resulted in 2700 derailments and $441 million in direct costs during the 

1992-2002 decade [1]. The primary cause of these accidents is the transverse defect type that was 

found responsible for 541 derailments and $91 million in cost 

during the same period. Transverse defects are cracks developing 

in a direction perpendicular to the rail running direction as show 

in Figure 1.2.The statistics of 2000-2009 shown in Figure 1.3 

indicates that there is no significant decrease in the number of train 

derailments[1].  

 

Figure 1.3 Derailments statistics for the decade 2000-2009 [1] 

Though the  existing damage detection methods are very developed they still need a special 

moving type actuating and sensing system[2-10] and is operated only once in every six months 

or an year. The damage may occur in this idle period and leads to the train derailment. Many 

technologies for railway energy harvesting like piezoelectric and electromagnetic are also 

investigated[11-12]. The power output from these harvesters is in the milliwatts which is not 

sufficient to power most of the railway track side infrastructure. 

Minimizing train accidents and maintaining proper traffic control can only be achieved by 

implementing continuous structural health monitoring of the rail and developing high efficiency 

and reliable energy harvesters that can harvest high power, sufficient to power most of the track 

side electric infrastructure (requires around 50-100watts) along with the health monitoring 

systems. This can be done by the following  

Figure 6.2 Transverse crack 
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1) Using train as an actuator i.e. the wheel-rail interaction forces will induce the guided 

waves in the rail, these guided waves can be used for long range damage detection in 

rails. Since the trains operate frequently the system is continuous. 

2) Using improved localized damage detection methods like low cost and small size 

piezoelectric impedance based methods for detecting damages in bolted rail joints and 

welded rail joints. 

3) High power should be harvested from the railway track vibrations caused due to the 

moving trains using high efficient vibrational energy harvesters to power the track side 

electric infrastructure like signals, gates, switches etc and also self power the sensors, 

actuators and data processing systems used for the health monitoring of the railroad.  

The conventional damage detection methods like ultrasonic transduction, guided waves, 

electromagnetic acoustic transduction (EMAT), and acoustic emission technique [4&5] require a 

specific actuator to excite the waves into the rail. Other methods like radiography[13&14], visual 

cameras, eddy current sensing[6], infrared[3] and magnetic induction [2]require a specific 

moving system(on or near the rail) to detect the damage. The moving train can induce great deal 

of energy to the railroad track through the moving wheel-rail interaction Hertzian contacts, 

which lead to high frequency elastic /guided waves that can propagate miles beyond the actual 

train[15].  Since trains operate very frequently these trains induced waves can be used for 

continuous health monitoring of rails. The theoretical study of these waves is important before 

implementing them. But so far little work has been done for rail damage detection using 

environmental excited high frequency waves i.e. the train induced high frequency waves. In this 

thesis in chapter 2 we take the moving train as an ―actuator‖, investigated high frequency elastic 

waves in the rail due to Hertzian contact of wheel rail interaction, and the feasibility of these 

waves for the long range damage detection in rails is explained by considering their decay rate. 

The guided wave based method are not efficient in detecting damage at the joints like the welded 

and bolted joints of the rails due to the sudden change in the cross sectional shape and also the 

medium of the structure. To detect damage in the rail joints, localized damage detection methods 

like the impedance based methods are to be used. The conventional piezoelectric impedance 

based methods need a heavy impedance analyzer which are very expensive and occupy large 

space when implemented in field[16]. The low cost methods are developed which need simple 

piezoelectric resistive circuits[17] and some small signal analyzing systems which can be 
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implemented on fields. These current low cost and small size impedance based methods are low 

sensitive to the smaller crack[17] and detecting the crack at initial stage is very important in rails 

because of their continuous operation. In this thesis in chapter 3 the new low cost piezoelectric 

inductive circuits are analyzed and the circuit parameters are optimized for enhancing the 

damage detection metric sensitivity. These enhanced piezoelectric inductive circuits can detect 

much smaller cracks at initial stages and can be implemented to the localized damage detection 

in railroad application.  

When the loaded train moves on the track it vibrates due to the load exerted by the wheels. These 

vibrations can be used to harvest energy that can power most of the railway track electric 

infrastructure along with the health monitoring sensors. The conventional energy harvesting 

techniques like the piezoelectric[11] and electromagnetic[12] when implemented for the railway 

track vibration application are very low efficient and can only produce power of 2-3 watts 

maximum. The conventional type energy harvesters are very ineffective in railway application 

because the track vibration is like a pulse[18] and can only produce instantaneous peak power. In 

this thesis in chapter 4 the linear electromagnetic harvesters are analyzed for track vibration 

application and improvements were suggested for railway energy harvesting implementation. In 

chapter 5 a new type of high efficient and reliable energy harvester with mechanical motion 

rectifier and an integrated flywheel is developed and tested which can produce direct DC power 

from the pulse like railway track vibrations caused due to moving train.  

The literature review of the current existing guided wave methods for long range damage 

detection in rail, Piezoelectric Impedance based methods for the localized damage detection and 

existing railway track side energy harvesting methods is discussed in the below sections of this 

chapter. 

1 Literature review 

1.1 Guided Waves based structural health monitoring 

1.1.1 Introduction 

The transverse cracks can be detected by using the waves travelling in the direction of the motion 

of the train. Frequency over KHz is required because the smaller cracks of size below 1cm have 

to be detected. There are many high frequency wave based damage detection methods developed 
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like ultrasonic transduction[4&5], guided waves[15], electromagnetic acoustic transduction 

(EMAT), acoustic emission technique [8&10]. Where the ultrasonic and guided waves are wave 

based methods used for long range damage detection i.e. these techniques can detect the damage 

over several hundred meters from the actuation. The electromagnetic acoustic transduction can 

detect the damage by measuring the change in the eddy currents of the sensors due to the damage 

in the sensing region and acoustic emission measures the crack propagation sound along the rail 

both these methods can detect the damage over a certain region around the actuator and a moving 

type actuator is used when these methods are used in detecting the damages in rails[10].   

There are also many other methods like radiography[13&14], visual cameras, pulsed eddy 

current sensing[6], infrared and magnetic induction [2]. Radiographic inspection of rails can be 

carried out using either gamma or X-ray sources. Visual inspection is carried out only by 

experienced personnel walking along the rail track and physically looking for defects. In the 

eddy current pulsed sensing method the induced eddy currents are disturbed causing fluctuations 

in the magnetic field giving rise to changes in the impedance of the eddy current sensor. In the 

infrared based damage detection an infrared camera is moved along the rail and the record 

infrared image, simultaneously the recorded image is used to find the damages in the rails by 

image processing. In the magnetic flux induction method the actuating magnetic coil will induce 

the magnetic flux into the rail and the sensing coil detects a change in the magnetic field caused 

due to the discontinuity (transverse crack) and the defect indication is recorded.  All these 

methods describe in this paragraph can only detect the damages over the localized region of the 

actuator or the sensor unlike the ultrasonic or the guided wave methods. These methods are also 

not very fast and when applied to the rail damage detection these methods become ineffective 

because a moving type of system should be used. 

The guided waves based methods and ultrasonic methods have gained popularity because of their 

ability to detect damages over long range and at a greater speed which is important of the railway 

track health monitoring. However the guided waves are preferred to ultrasonic methods because 

of their easy implementation and better damage detection ability[2]. The later section reviews the 

work done by some researches on implementing the guided waves for the damage detection in 

rails. 
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1.1.2: Modeling of guided waves: 

At low frequencies below 2 KHz railway track vibrations due to the train are dominated by 

vertical bending waves caused due to continuous moving load on a simple beam supported 

elastically. At high frequency up to 100 KHz or above, elastic waves can travel along the rail 

tracks as guided waves for long distance before they damp out. This elastic waves cannot be 

modeled by conventional finite element analysis (FEA). 

Hayashi et al. [19] first proposed a different finite element method 

called semi analytical finite element method (SAFE) for the 

analysis of high frequency elastic waves in arbitrary cross sections 

and predicted the dispersion curves up to 100 KHz. Assuming 

plain strain, a cross-section of a rail is divided in the thickness 

direction into layered elements as shown in Figure 1.4, and waves 

in the propagating direction x are described by the orthogonal 

function      where n is the wavenumber of the Lamb wave. The 

m
th

 eigenvalue nm of the eigensystem denotes the wavenumber of the m
th

 resonance mode. 

The main advantage of this method is it reduces the three dimensional analysis to two 

dimensional one and reduces lot of computational effort. This SAFE method is described in 

detail in section 1.1. The dispersion curve and the phase velocity are shown in Figure 1.5. The 

dispersion curves shows that the guided waves have multi modes at particular frequency[19]. 

 

Figure 1.5 Dispersion curves and phase velocity of the rail [19] 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Directions of 
wave propagation 

x 

y 

z 
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The above modeling by Hayashi et al. [19] was done considering that the 

guided waves travel long distance and has very less damping. Linza di 

scalea et al.[20] extended SAFE for the different structures including rail 

by introducing the complex damping stiffness matrix based on Kelvin-

Voigt viscoelastic model which contributes for the decay of the wave, 

and predicted the dispersion curves and group velocities/energy 

velocities. The cross section of the rail is shown in Figure 1.6 and the phase velocity and group 

velocity after considering the damping in the structure are shown in Figure 1.7. The structural 

damping will not change the phase velocity it will change the group velocity.  

 

 

Figure 1.7 Phase velocity and group/energy velocity by considering damping in the structure [20] 

Ryue et al [21] extend the modeling and showed 63 different types of vertical, lateral and 

torsional high frequency waves propagate in the rails using SAFE and validated conducting 

experiments using impact hammer and piezoelectric excitations. They also separated the waves 

that travel only certain parts of the rail like a localized head bending wave travels primarily 

through the rail head in the vertical direction above 15 kHz. At the side of the rail head, the 

primary wave measured is a lateral bending wave which has global deformation including the 

web and rail head in the lateral direction. The first-order web bending wave propagates 

dominantly through the web above 10 kHz. The waves propagating along the foot do not travel 

long distance because of the rail foundation which has a large damping effect. 

Further Ryue et al [22] investigated the decay rates of waves propagating along a railway track in 

the frequency region up to 80 kHz by means of WFE analysis in the rails by measuring the 

damping loss factor and validated it by experiments. From this prediction, it was identified that 

Figure 1.6 rail cross 
section 
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the decay rates of waves that propagate furthest are predominantly influenced by the damping of 

the rail, not by the damping of the rail pads. They concluded that the most effective frequency 

range for long range wave propagation along railway tracks is between 20 and 40 kHz. The 

maximum propagating distances that can be detected will be about 1.2km at the rail head and 

about 1.0 km at the web, respectively. 

1.1.3 Implementation of guided waves in rails 

Linza di scalea et al.[23-25] developed a small movable sensing system using EMAT(electro- 

magnetic acoustic transmission sensors) as shown in Figure 1.8 and used it for guided wave 

based damage detection in rails. A high frequency excitation hammer up to 50kHz is used to 

actuate the guided wave in the rail. Air coupled EMAT sensors are used for sensing the 

transverse crack and longitudinal crack in the rail. Figure 1.9 shows that this method can detect 

the transverse crack at a distance of 15mts from the actuator and sensing system. Hence 

concluded that guided wave based method is applicable for long range transverse crack detection 

in rails. 

 

Figure 1.8 Movable sensing system using air coupled EMAT sensors [23] 

 

Figure 1.9 Crack detection using impact hammer actuator and air-coupled sensor [23] 
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Cawley et al.[26&27] have developed a G-Scan guided wave inspection system show in Figure 

1.10 which can actuate and sense the guided waves. The G-Scan guided wave inspection system 

uses an array of transducers to generate one specific guided wave mode at one frequency by 

suppressing the other modes at the same frequency. Also this G-Scan guided wave inspection 

system can induce guided waves only to a specific portion of the rail like only to the rail head or 

only to the rail web or foot to detect the damage in them. This G-scan system will sense the wave 

that is reflected from a transverse crack and compares the reflection coefficient value with the 

predicted one to indicate the damage.  

 

Figure 1.10 G-Scan guided wave inspection system [27] 

Rose[28] also demonstrated the potential of guided waves in the long range damage detection of 

rails using an pneumatic actuator similar to impact hammer and an air coupled sensor to sense 

the guided waves in the rail. Further Rose[29] proved that the guided waves are induced into the 

rail due to the wheel- rail interaction of the moving train. Accelerometers were used to at a 

distance of 2000mts away from the train to detect the guided wave at different positions of the 

rail. 

But so far little work has been done for rail damage detection using environmental excited high 

frequency waves mainly the waves induced by the wheel-rail interaction (moving Hertzian 

contact) of the moving train. In chapter 2 these train induced guided waves are modeled using 

the semi analytical finite element(SAFE)  method and the feasibility of these high frequency 

train induced waves for the use of damage detection is explained by calculating their decay rate.  
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1.2 Piezoelectric Impedance/admittance based structural health monitoring 

1.2.1 Introduction 

Piezoelectric materials acting in the direct manner produce an electrical charge when stressed 

mechanically. Conversely, a mechanical strain is produced when an electrical field is applied. 

The direct piezoelectric effect has often been used in sensors like a piezoelectric accelerometer. 

With the converse effect, piezoelectric materials apply localized strains and directly influence the 

dynamic response of the structural elements when either embedded or surface bonded into a 

structure. This converse effect is used in the piezoelectric impedance based structural health 

monitoring.  

The piezoelectric attached or bonded to the structure is used as a both sensor and actuator in 

impedance based structural health monitoring. The basis of this active sensing technology is the 

energy transfer between the actuator and its host mechanical system. It has been shown that the 

electrical impedance of the PZT material can be directly related to the mechanical impedance of 

a host structural component where the PZT patch is attached [16].  Utilizing the same material 

for both actuation and sensing not only reduces the number of sensors and actuators, but also 

reduces the electrical wiring and associated hardware. Furthermore, the size and weight of the 

PZT patch are negligible compared to those of host structures so that its attachment to the 

structure introduces no impact on dynamic characteristics of the structure.  

The application of impedance measurements to structure health monitoring has its theoretical 

development first proposed by Liang et al.[30] and subsequently developed by Chaudhry et al. 

[31], Park et al.[32-37], Giurgiutiu et al.[37-42_], Bhalla et al.[43&44], and Naidu et al.[45]. The 

method utilizes high frequency structural excitations, which are typically higher than 10 kHz 

through surface-bonded PZT patches to monitor changes in structural mechanical impedance. 

The PZT patches require very low-level voltage, typically less than 1 volt, to produce high 

frequency excitation in the host structure. 

1.2.2 Modeling of impedance based methods 

An electromechanical model which quantitatively describes the process is presented in Figure 

1.11. The structure is modeled as a simple spring mass and damper system and the piezoelectric 

is attached to it. When the voltage is applied to the piezoelectric patch it will act as actuator and 
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make the structure vibrate and the same piezoelectric is used as a sensor to measure the 

impedance using impedance analyzer.  

 

Figure 1.11 Electro mechanical model of piezoelectric impedance method [16] 

Liang et al.[30] shows that the electrical admittance     , which is an inverse of the electrical 

impedance, of the PZT actuator is a combined function of the mechanical impedance of the PZT 

actuator    ) and that of the host structure     

     
 

 
        

  
    

          
      

                                       

where V is the input voltage to the PZT actuator, and I is the output current from the PZT,  a, d     

   
     

 ,   are the geometry constant, piezoelectric coupling constant, Young’s modulus, and 

complex dielectric constant of the PZT at zero stress, respectively. 

Eq. 1.1 sets groundwork for using the PZT actuator for impedance-based structural health 

monitoring applications. Assuming that the mechanical property of the PZT does not change 

over the monitoring period of the host structure, Eq. 1.1 clearly shows that the electrical 

impedance of the PZT is directly related to the mechanical impedance of the host structure, 

allowing the monitoring of the host structure’s mechanical properties using the measured 

electrical impedance. Consequently, any changes in the electrical impedance can be considered 

an indication of changes in the structural mechanical properties. It should be noted that the 

electrical admittance     is primarily capacitive. In other words, the imaginary part of the 

admittance plays a dominant role. This imaginary part is more sensitive to the temperature 

variation than the real part because the dielectric constant    
  is temperature sensitive and it 

only affects the imaginary part. Therefore, the real part of the admittance (or impedance) is 

mainly used for monitoring in applications. The variation in the PZT electrical impedance over a 
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range of frequencies is analogous to that of the frequency response functions of a structure, 

which contains vital information regarding the health of the structure. Wang et al. [46] further 

extended the work done by Liang et al. [30] for the PZT stack actuators connected with 

structures at both sides, and checked their sensing and actuation ability in detail. The dependence 

of the electric admittance on the structural impedance is once again observed, which confirms a 

possibility of monitoring structural behavior by measuring the electric admittance of the PZT.  

1.2.3 Parameters of the piezoelectric impedance method 

1.2.3.1 Frequency Ranges 

The sensitivity of the vibration-based NDE techniques in detecting damage is closely related to 

the frequency band selected. Stokes and Clouds[47] proved that to sense incipient-type damage, 

it is necessary for the wavelength of excitation to be smaller than the characteristic length of the 

damage to be detected. In order to ensure high sensitivity to incipient damage, the electrical 

impedance is measured at high frequencies in the range of 30 kHz to 400 kHz. Under this high 

frequency range, the wavelength of the excitation is small, and sensitive enough to detect minor 

changes in the structural integrity. The frequency range for a given structure is commonly 

determined by trial-and-error.  

1.2.3.2 Real Part of Electric Impedance 

As stated in the previous section, the real part of electric impedance is more reactive to damage 

or changes in the structure’s integrity than the imaginary part[30&48]. The change in the 

structure’s impedance is attributed to change in integrity of the structure due to damage. This 

characteristic is exhibited only in the real portion of the impedance as indicated in Eq. 1.1. 

1.2.3.3 Sensing Region of Impedance Sensors 

Under the high frequency ranges employed in the impedance-based method, the sensing region 

of the PZT is limited to an area close to the PZT sensor/actuator. The localized nature of the 

sensing region provides an advantage in that the impedance sensor is less sensitive to boundary 

condition changes or any operational vibrations, which usually affect lower-order global modes. 

Esteban[49] performed extensive numerical modeling based on the wave propagation theory to 

identify the sensing region of the impedance-based method. In general, the sensing range of an 

impedance sensor is closely related to the material properties of a host structure, geometry, 
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frequency ranges being used, and properties of PZT materials. Based on the knowledge acquired 

through various case studies, it has been estimated that the sensing area of a single PZT can vary 

anywhere from 0.4 m (sensing radius) on composite structures to 2 m on simple metal beams. 

1.2.4 Damage metrics 

The measured data like the impedance is processed to analyze the structure integrity. That is the 

current measured data has to be compared or correlated with the baseline measurements which 

are taken under no damage conditions to assess the damage in the structure unlike the 

instantaneous damage detection methods. There are various statistical damage metric methods to 

compare or correlate the data for the damage assessment like Root mean square deviation 

(RMSD), Mean absolute percentage deviation (MAPD), correlation coefficient (CC), covariance 

change (COV) and correlation coefficient deviation (CCD). Each of them has their own 

advantage like the RMSD and MAPD were found suitable for the characterizing the occurrence 

of the new damage while increase in the damage size over a fixed location can be analyzed by 

CC and COV. In most of the cases only Root mean square deviation damage metric (RMSD) is 

used because of its high sensitivity for the initial damage detection in structure[45]. The Root 

mean square deviation(RMSD) is taken for the real part of the impedance as shown in the Eq. 1.2 

and based on this value the structure integrity is analyzed. 

     
    e      e     

  
 

   e    
  

 

                                                                      

Where  e     the real part of the impedance    measures at the initial condition that when the 

structure is in pristine condition,  e     is the real part of the impedance    measured when the 

structure is in damaged condition and n denotes the number of frequency point over the 

frequency range. 

1.2.5 Procedure of piezoelectric impedance based damage detection 

A piezoelectric path is bonded to the structure and the impedance of the damage structure is 

measure using the impedance analyzer over a certain range of the high frequency. The measure 

impedance is compared to the reference impedance measured when the structure is in good 

condition. The Figure 1.12 shows how the measure impedance signature under damaged 

condition varies over the reference impedance signature measured in good condition. These 
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impedance signatures are analyzed using any of the damage metrics explained in the above 

section depending on the type of damage assessment. If the damage metric value is significantly 

high over the threshold value then the structure is indicated as damaged[41&42 ]. 

 

Figure 1.12 Impedance signatures after damage and before damage [41] 

1.2.6 Low cost impedance based methods 

Impedance based structural health monitoring is very expensive because of the impedance 

measuring devices like the impedance analyzers. Also they are heavy and occupy more space, 

hence the piezoelectric impedance methods are difficult to implement for the on-field damage 

detection. Recently Peairs et al.[17] have proposed some low cost impedance based methods. 

The piezoelectric patch bonded to a structure is attached with a resistive circuit and the voltage 

across the resistance is measured to calculate the impedance of the total circuit as shown in the 

Figure 1.13. The voltage across the resistance will be very small because low input voltages are 

used to the piezoelectric actuator to excite the high frequency vibration in the structure.  An 

amplifying circuit is used to amplify the voltage across the resistor.  
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Figure 1.13 Low-cost resistive circuit for impedance measurement [17] 

Figure 1.14 shows the other type of low cost impedance based method using the transfer 

impedance method proposed by Bhalla[48]. The structure is actuated using one piezoelectric and 

the other piezoelectric is used as a sensor and the voltage is measured across it. This method only 

needs a signal generator and a signal analyzer. 

 

Figure 1.14 Low-cost Transfer impedance method [48] 

1.2.7 Instantaneous damage detection impedance based methods  

In the conventional piezoelectric impendence based methods the measured impedance of the 

structure is compared with that of the reference impedance taken when the structure is in good 

condition. Since the reference data and the measured data may not be measured at the same 

environmental condition and also the structure properties might change because of it usage (may 

not be because of the damage) the measured data will be different from the reference data and 

this leads to wrong assumptions. Recently Inman et al.[50] using an array of piezoelectric 

patches and Kim and Sohn [51&52] using the polarizing characteristics of the piezoelectric and 

transfer impedance method has developed some instantaneous piezoelectric impedance based 

damage detection. 
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1.2.8 Piezoelectric Impedance methods for railway structural health monitoring 

This piezoelectric based impedance method is applied for the structural health monitoring of rails 

by Inman et al.[53].  Experiments were conducted on a 2 meter long rail shown in Figure 1.15(a). 

The localized damage was simulated using magnets and C-clamps as shown in Figure 1.15(a). 

The root mean square deviation(RMSD) damage metric is used to assess the measured 

impedance signatures over the frequency range.   

 

 

 

Figure 1.15 a) Application of impedance damage detection methods for rail and b) Root mean square 
deviation for magnets as damage [53] 

The conclusions made from the experiments performed are, the method can detect damage in the 

entire length of the provided 1.42m sample rail. However, no relation has been established 

between the RMSD value and the PZT / magnet distance due to the short length of the sample 

rail. Various ranges of the frequencies were used and concluded that the best range of the 

frequency is dependent on the type of damage.   
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1.3 Railroad energy harvesting 

1.3.1 Piezoelectric based railroad energy harvesting 

Few researches looked into harvesting power from the railroad 

track using piezoelectric materials. An Israeli company 

Innowattech[54] is one of them. They replaced the railroad steel 

tie plates which are placed at the interface of the sleeper and the 

rail with piezoelectric pads as shown in Figure 1.16. These 

piezoelctric pads are replaced over a certain range of the railway 

track and all these pads are connected in series. When the loaded 

train pass by, the track will undergo stresses due to the loads 

exerted by the train wheels. These stress are applied directly on 

the piezoelctric tie pads and generate the volatge due to the 

propert of the piezoelctric material. The power generated is in 

the form pulses, that is peak voltage is generated when the train 

wheel are exactly under the tie plate.  

Innowattech also atatched piezoelectrci layers to the rails at 

different positions like under the rail head, over the rail base and 

on the sides of the rail flange as shown in the Figure 1.17 [55]. 

The rail will have huge stress when the loaded train moves on it. 

The rail will undergo different stresses at different positions. 

These stesses will be transmitted directly to the piezoelectric 

layers attached to the rail at various positions and the piezoelctric 

layers will generate volatge.  In this case the piezoeclctric enery 

is also generated from other reasons like compression and 

elongation caused due to noise, as well as the thermal stresses 

caused by environmental temperature variations of the rail.     

All these piezoelectric pads and the layers attached to the rail and the railroad are connected to 

each other in series over a range of the railway track and the total energy is stored in the road 

side battery recharging stations.  

Figure 1.16 Piezoelectric 
rail pads [54] 

Figure 1.17 Piezoelectric 
adhered to rail [55] 

http://www.innowattech.co.il/
http://www.innowattech.co.il/
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Further Nelson[11] also looked into the piezoelectric based railway energy  harvesting. They 

followed the similar way as of Innowattech by attaching the piezoelectric to the rail base as 

shown in Figure 1.18. They also conducted the on-field experiments to estimate the energy 

generated. The Figure 1.18(b) shows that the generated energy is in the order of milliwatts, 

which is only sufficient to power the structural health monitoring sensors.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.18 a) Piezoelectric energy harvesting on field rail and b) Power generated due to the strain 
induced by train (milliwatts) [11] 

1.3.2 Electro-magnetic generator based railroad energy harvesting 

Since the piezoelectric based energy harvesting from railroad can only harvest power in the order 

of milliwatts which is sufficient to power the structural health monitoring sensors, but not the 

track side electric infrastructure, later Nelson [12] used a rotational electromagnetic generator to 

harvest energy from rail road as shown in Figure 1.19(a). This is an adaptation of conventional 

rack & pinion based vibration energy harvester to the railway track vibrations. In this the rack 

and pinion will convert the irregular linear vibrations into irregular rotational oscillatory motion 

and the rotational generator is driven by this rotational oscillation. Hence the power produced is 

also irregular as show in Figure 1.19(c). Detailed explanation of the disadvantages of these 

conventional rotational vibration energy harvesters is explained in chapter 5.  

This conventional rotational vibration energy harvester prototype for railway application is 

shown in the Figure 1.19(b). The rack is grounded into the soil to certain depth. The whole 

system is placed on a mounting plate and the plate is bolted to the two sleepers as shown in 

Figure 1.19(a). When the loaded train passes by the track will vibrate vertically and drive the 

harvester to produce energy. The vertical displacement of the track at a sleeper is maximum, 

http://www.innowattech.co.il/
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only when the train wheel is directly under it, when the wheel is offset to the sleeper the 

displacement will be minimum almost zero. Hence the harvester is driven only when the train 

wheel passes by it and the power is produced only at that time. The track vibration is like a pulse 

because the train wheels are far apart to each other. The power produced by this conventional 

harvester from the railway track vibrations is like a pulse and the average power is very low in 

the order of 0.5Watts as shown in Figure 1.19(b).  

 

Figure 1.19 a) Electro-magnetic based railroad energy harvesting b) Prototype of the rotational 
harvester c) Power harvested by the harvester (avg-0.5Watts) [12] 
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1.3.4 Other types of railroad energy harvesting 

Apart from piezoelectric and rotational electromagnetic energy harvesting methods, a very few 

other types of railroad energy harvesting methods are also invented. Zahid.F.Mian[56]  generated 

power by placing an electromagnetic coil near the rail as shown in Figure 1.20. When the train 

wheel passes by, the coil will generate electricity just because the moving wheel will change the 

magnetic flux around the coil. The high permeability of steel wheel will allow the magnetic flux 

to pass by and the rate of change of flux depends on the velocity of the wheel. This method can 

only generate only in the order of very few milliwatts. 

 

Figure 1.20 Magnetic coil based railroad energy harvesting [56] 

Nelson et al.[57] also used an inductive voice coil device to 

harvest energy from railroad. The inductive voice coil device 

is placed on the side of the rail as shown in the Figure 1.21. 

The inductive coil is like an electromagnetic coil when the 

magnet inside the coil oscillates, voltage is produced. As 

shown in Figure 1.21 the inductive coil magnet is moved due 

to the vertical displacement of the rail caused by the moving 

train. The link is attached to the rail web (maximum 

displacement point in the rail) in order to have the maximum 

displacement. Thus the inductive coil magnet is directly 

driven by vertical rail displacement caused when the loaded train passes by. 

Figure 1.21 Inductive coil attached 

to rail [57] 
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Chapter 2 - Analysis of Train induced guided waves in rails  

2 Introduction 

Conventionally specific actuators are required for ultrasonic high frequency wave based rail 

damage detection methods like ultrasonic and guided wave[2-10]. A great deal of energy is 

imparted to the railroad track through the moving wheel-rail interaction Hertzian contacts, which 

lead to elastic waves that can propagate miles beyond the actual train[15]. In this chapter we 

present the analysis of train-induced waves and their propagation along the rail by taking account 

of the Hertzian contacts and moving load. Semi analytical finite element and mode superposition 

methods are used for the modeling. The analysis is compared with the experimental results in 

literature. The feasibility to use train induced waves for the long range damage detection in the 

rail is explained by calculating their decay rate. 

2.1 Wavenumber finite element analysis of the rail  

The conventional FE method has several drawbacks for the high frequency guided wave 

modeling in rails application, it requires very large models for the high frequency analysis and so 

the computation becomes cumbersome. For the analysis of the high frequency waves we need to 

take at least 10 nodes for the each wavelength, since the wavelength is very small it is not easy to 

do that in the conventional FE methods. To overcome these difficulties, an improved numerical 

method called wavenumber finite element (WFE) method or semi analytical finite element 

(SAFE) method [19] is employed. The main advantage of this method is it reduces the three 

dimensional analysis to two dimensional one and reduces lot of computational effort. Using this 

method the different wave types are readily identified and can be analyzed, which helps in 

interpretation of the wave propagation in the structure under investigation.  

The wave propagates in an elastic structure like rail which is assumed to be infinitely long in x 

direction and uniform in cross-section. The solution of the propagation of waves in all directions 

can be modeled using WFE method without making a finite element mesh in the propagation 

direction (x-direction). The detailed theoretical modeling of semi analytical finite element 

analysis is explained below. 
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Equations of motion for the cross-section are formulated by inserting the kinetic, potential or 

strain energies and work done by external traction forces into Hamilton’s equation 

         
  

  

                                                                          

Where                                
  

             
 

   

The upper script T means a transpose vector and V is the volume, C is the Young’s modulus in 

the direction of x and   is the density of the material 

 

Figure 2.1 Wave propagation direction 

The strain vector is given as  

     
 

  
   

 

  
   

 

  
                                                             

   

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
    

 
 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
    

 
 
 
 
 

     

 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
   
   
   
    

 
 
 
 
 

 

The displacement is assumed harmonic along the propagation direction x, and the interpolation 

functions are used to describe its amplitude in the all the directions. 

            

            

            

            

   

        

        

        

                                                      

Where   is time,   and   denotes coordinates of the cross-section,   is the frequency,    is the 

wavenumber and   is the imaginary unit. 

The displacement expressions in Eq. 2.3 over the element domain can be written in terms of the 

shape functions,        , and the nodal unknown displacements, (   ,    ,    ), in the x, y and 

z directions  
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       is the shape function matrix of the element and    is the displacement vector for all the 

nodes in all three directions.  

The strain vector for the element is given as  

    
 

  
   

 

  
   

 

  
                                                        

           
                                                                         

                           

The strain energy for an element is  

      
  

                                                                                   

         
      

           
 
                

              
                      

        
      

             
  

                                           

         
          

          
       

   
      

  

     
                 

The kinetic energy for an element is  

         

  

                  
  

                                           

The traction force vector on the element is  

                                                                               

Work done on the element is derived by substituting Eq. 2.11 in work done element in Eq. 2.1  
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By substituting the strain, kinetic energy and work done in Eq. 2.1 we get the equation of motion 

for the element 

          
      

      
          

  

   

       
  

  

                             

Where   
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By making the equation global considering all the finite elements in the cross section                                

               
     

          
  

  

                                         

          
     

                                                           

Where     and    are global stiffness matrix related with the cross-section strain deformation 

and the out of plane deformation, and    is a global stiffness matrix related to both.   is the 

mass matrix of the cross section, and    is the global displacement vector for all directions. All 

the matrices are constants and real if the material damping is not considered.  

For finding the wavenumbers and the mode shapes in the equation of motion in Eq. 2.15 has to 

be solved by considering the external force as zero which gives 

                                             
      

                                                       

The above differential equation of motion is expressed in terms of wave number and is in the 

form of an eigenvalue problem. This is solved for finding the various wave numbers   at 

particular frequency . 

2.2 Track model 

In this study a typical US rail 115-lb A.R.E.M.A.[60] is modeled as an isotropic material. Since 

the rail has a complex geometry finer mesh is created in order to achieve the better results. Also 

the finer mesh on the top of rail head is necessary to give the proper force excitation to the nodes. 

The triangular mesh is generated using the Matlab’s pde tool box. The total cross section of the 
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rail is divided in to 473 triangles and 291 nodes are generated. The finite element mesh used for 

the analysis is shown in Figure 2.2.        

 

Figure 7.2 Rail Element Mesh (unit in meter)   

2.2.1 Validation of the modelling 

The above track model is used for analyzing the train induced guided waves in rails. Before 

extending the model to analyze the train induced guided waves in rail the modeling is validated 

by generating the dispersion curves and phase velocity of the guided waves upto 100kHz shown 

in Figure 2.3 and these are compared with that of the literature[19&20]. The results look the 

same and hence the model is correct and used to analyze the train induced elastic waves using 

the wheel rail interaction as moving Hertzian contacts. 

 

Figure 2.8 a) Dispersion curves and b) phase velocity in rails   
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2.3 Analysis of train induced elastic waves using Hertzian contacts  

In this section the analysis of the train induced waves is modelled as  static hertzian contact 

stress first, and then  moving hertzian contact is considered..  

2.3.1 Wheel-rail Hertz contacts 

The strsses due to the wheel rail interaction is modelled using hertz conact stesses. According to 

the Hertzian contact theory the conatct area of the wheel is in eleptical shape with a major semi 

axis a and a minor semi axis b. the conatct pressure distribution in this eleptical area can be 

expressed as [61&62] 

 

Figure 2.4 Force distribution of Hertzian contact on the rail head in x and y direction [61] 

               
 

 
 
 

  
 

 
 
 

                                                             

Where      is the maximum conatct pressure at the initial contact point. It can be obtained from  

     
 

 
 
 

   
                                                                  

Where   is the applied force in the normal direction. The major axis extends along the rail 

longitudinal direction and the minor axis is in transverse direction. The magnitudes of a and b 

depends on the normal load, profiles and wheel  and rail materials [62].  

The conatct pressure distributions of  the wheel rail interaction is taken from literature [61], as 

shown in the Figure 2.4 for fully loaded case. The major and minor semi axes are a=6mm and 
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b=5mm. This figure gives the exact distribution of the forces in the rail due to the wheel, these 

force distribution is used in this paper for the analysis of the hertzian contact induced elastic 

waves. 

2.3.2 Analysis of the elastic waves due to static Hertzian contacts 

The equation of motion discribed in Eq. 2.16 is sufficient for giving the different mode shapes 

for the unforced guided waves . For the forced guided wave the motion Eq 2. 15 can be writen as  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

    
     

  

         
           

    
   

    
            

 

   
           

 
  
  

Where    is the nodal force given to the nodes on which force is excerted. This equation can be 

solved as a standard eigenvalue problem for the forced ocillations. The displacement equation of  

guided wave for the harmonic force at a specific frequency is given in superposition, as a 

summation of the response due to  different modes existing at that frequency [19]. This equation 

is shown below. 

                                                      
    

  

 

   

                                                                     

Where               ,     and     represent the left and right eigen vectors,        represents 

the upper part of the right eigen vector    ,    is the location of the excitation source and    is 

the location where the response is calculated. 

The analysis is extended to include the Hertzian contact, by considering a multi-point conatct 

forces distributed in both x and y direction according to Figure 2.4. A broad sprectrum of guided  

waves will be excited due to these multipont excitations of the Hertzian contact. This will lead to 

the superposition of the waves which intern lead to a different combinations of modes. The 

dispalacement due to the  a harmonic hertzian conatct forces can be expressed as the 

superposition of the different modes excited due to contact forces at different location      . The 

Eq. 2.21 represents the displacement. 
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Where   is the number of points in x direction cosidered in the rail due to Hertzian conact. And 

the force distribution in y direction has been considered in the node force vector fn. 

 

Figure 2.5 Displacement response due to static Hertzian contact at 30 KHz 

Figure 2.5 shows of the displacement response in the rail at 30 KHz obtatined by modelling the  

Hertzian conatct force with 11 disribution points in x direction.  The hertzian conatct forces are 

given to the specific nodes at the top of the rail in the   matrix in the vertical direction of the rail.  

Each point excitation will give  20 different modes of which 10 are lateral, torisional and 

assymetric longitudinal waves, and  remaining 10 are vertical and symmetric longitudinal 

waves.The response plotted in the Figure 2.5 is for a  distance of 1 metre away from the mid 

point of the wheel rail interatction.  

Futher looking into the responses we find that the Hertzian conatct will make difference only at 

high frequency when the wavelengh smaller than twice of the Hertzian conatct. 

2.3.3  Analysis of the elastic waves due to moving Hertzian contacts  

The train induced elastic waves is then analyized by considering the moving hertzian contact 

usingthe Doppler effect concept.  The frequencies of the excited waves are revised acordingly, 

and the wavenumber  in the Eq. 2.19 should be revised as 

         
    

 
   

                                                                     

y (m) z (m) 
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Where      and    are the  m-th wavenumbers  of the cases of moving and static contacts, 

respectively.,   is the frequency at which the wave is excited, and      is the train velocity. The 

displacement Eq 2.21 will be changed into 

                 
    

  

 

   

             
 
          

 

   

                                            

 

Figure 2.6 Displacement Response due to moving Hertzian contact at 30KHz 

The displacement response plotted in Figure 2.6 is plotted for  a train of 112 mph (50m/sec)at a 

distance away from 1metre from the mid point of the wheel rail conatct. 

Comparing the response of the static Hertzian conatct case in Figures 2.5&2.6, the moving 

hertzian conatct (due to train motion) gives quite different response in the rail at this frequency. 

This is because of the change in wave number and different superposition of the waves.  

2.4 Comparison of results  

In order to check the validation of our analysis, we compare the simulation with the experimental 

results from literature. In the references [21&22] horizontal accelerations measured at three 

different portions of the rail like side of or under the rail head and middle of the web, are shown 

in Figure 2.7(b). The acceleration were plotted for the points located at such positions of the rail 

based on our analysis for the same train speed 34m/sec, as shown in Figure 2.7(a). For middle 

and high frequency the trend of analysis matches well with the experimental results, and we also 

predict that at acceleration at 35-45 kHz and 60-70 kHz is large.  Below 3KHz the trend does not 

 
 
 
 
 

z (m) 

y (m) 
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match well, the reason is there will be additional excitation due to the wheel/rail rolling contact 

at low frequencies [14], which is not consider in the modeling. 

 

 

  Figure 2.7 Horizontal accelerations of the rail induced by moving train: (a) our analysis. (b) Experimental 

measurement in reference [22] 

2.5 Feasibility for damage detection  

These train induced elastic waves have been observed travel very long distance along the rail 

depending on their damping [22]. The two types of damping losses that contribute for the 

damping is material damping or hysteresis damping and acoustic damping caused due to acoustic 

emission along the propagation. The decay rates for a wave can be calculated by its attenuation 

factor. The generic wave equation for the displacement is given as    
         where   is the 

attenuation factor and   is the phase change. Comparing this generic equation with the guided 
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wave displacement equation given in Eq. 2.21 we get the attenuation factor is the imaginary part 

of the wave number      .  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

The wave number can be approximated by the Taylor series as      
   

  
  where   and    

are the undamped and damped wavenumbers. Based on this equation the imaginary part of the 

damping wavenumber is given by the Eq. 2.24. 

                       
  

   
                                                                          

Where    is the group velocity given by 

             
 

         
                                                                     

This wave attenuation factor is used in calculating the decay rates of the different wave modes. 

As an example Figures 2.8&2.9 are plotted for two different modes that exist at 30 KHz at 

wavenumber 91.4 and 70.46. A special feature of these two modes is that they have mode 

displacement only at the rail head and web but not in rail foot. The decay rates of these modes 

calculated using Eq. 2.24 are 0.1152dB/m and 0.0275dB/m respectively, for damping loss factor 

of 0.0002. This calculated decay rates show that mode at wave number 91.4 diminishes faster 

than the mode of wave number 70.46. Based on the decay rates of the modes, different modes 

may be used to detect the damage in different parts of the rail. Though there exist a broadband of 

modes due to the moving Hertzian contact there will be only certain modes available at 

Figure 2.8 Mode shape of wave 
number 91.4 at 30 kHz 

Figure 2.9 Mode shape of wave 
number 70.46 at 30 KHz 

y (m) 
z (m) 

y (m) 
z (m) 
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particulate distance due to different decay rates, hence damage detection may be done based on 

these modes. 

2.6 Conclusion 

This chapter presents the analysis of the elastic waves induced in the rail due to wheel rail 

interaction of the moving train. Semi-analytical finite element and mode superposition methods 

are adapted to take the Hertzian contacts between wheel and track. Doppler Effect is used to 

interpret the influence of moving load/train. The analysis results are compared with experiments 

in literature, and the trend matches well. The analysis shows the acceleration is of broad 

spectrum with relatively high amplitude around 40 KHz and 65 KHz. The moving load has 

significant influence to the responses in the rail.  This analysis also helps in understanding the 

feasibility of train induced elastic waves for the damage detection in the rail. 
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Chapter 3 - Sensitivity enhanced low-cost admittance based damage 

detection 

3 Introduction 

In the previous chapter long range damage detection methods of rails using guided waves 

generated from the wheel-rail interaction is analyzed. The long range methods like guided wave 

based methods are not suitable for damage detection in a bolted joint or a welded joint of rails. 

Hence a localized damage detection method has to be used for the joints.  Piezoelectric 

impedance-based methods have been effectively employed in a variety of localized damage 

detection and structural health monitoring applications[32-42]. The mechanical impedance of the 

host structure is explicitly associated with the local structural properties, the change of the local 

properties upon the occurrence of structural damage can cause magnitude changes and frequency 

shifts in the measured impedance response[31]. This impedance based method is only used in 

detecting the localized damage detection.  This idea has been exploited to detect small size 

localized crack in various structures[31-42].  The conventional impedance based methods are of 

high cost and huge in size due to the heavy impedance analyzers and are difficult to implement 

in fields[16]. But it gained more importance in the recent times because if it’s easy 

implementation and integration with embedded systems using low cost impedance measuring 

circuits[17,48,64&65].  

In this chapter low cost admittance (inverse of impedance) based damage detection methods are 

analyzed. A new inductive higher order circuits integrated to the structure are explored for 

localized damage detection. The inductance circuit parameters are optimized to enhance the 

sensitivity of the damage metric (root mean square deviation of the admittance change). First the 

existing low cost resistive circuit method is explained and later by modeling the piezoelectric 

attached structure the inductive circuits are analyzed and the optimized.   

3.1 Impedance/admittance measurement with resistive piezoelectric circuit 

The electrical impedance of the bonded PZT is equal to the voltage applied to the PZT divided 

by the current through the PZT. An approximation of the impedance is generated by taking the 

ratio with the FFT analyzer of the voltage supplied to the circuit, Vi, to the voltage, Vo, across a 
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sensing resistor, Rs, in series with the PZT as seen in below Figure 3.1. This circuit can be 

recognized as a voltage divider. The output voltage is proportional to the current through the 

sensing resistor, which, if the sensing resistor is small (less than 200Ω), is approximately the 

current through the PZT if the sensing resistor was not included (as when measuring with a 

normal impedance analyzer). The circuit is described by the following equations[17] 

  
  

  
                                                                                       

  
  

 
 

  

     
                                                                          

Since PZTs are a capacitive element the current through 

them increases with frequency. Conversely, at low 

frequencies the circuit has very high impedance. In this 

case an inverting amplification circuit can be used to 

provide a larger output voltage. The size of the sensing 

resistor could be increased however, this reduces the 

voltage applied to the PZT (a larger voltage drop occurs on 

the sensing resistor). 

3.2 Modeling of a structure with piezoelectric patch 

To analyze the piezoelectric circuits integrated to the structure, the system of a structure with 

piezoelectric patch has to be modeled. In this section a structure with piezoelectric patch attached 

to it is modeled by considering the structure as a beam. The electro mechanical properties of the 

piezoelectric attached to the structure will have significant effect on the frequency response of 

the structure. The linear constitutive relation for a piezoelectric material has various equivalent 

forms, the following is one of those which is frequently used in one-dimensional application. 

                                                                                

                                                                                  

Where c is the modulus of elasticity, e is the dielectric constant and the superscript, S signifies 

that the parameter was measured at constant strain and the superscript, E indicates that the 

parameter was measured at constant electric field (short circuit). These constitutive equations 

Figure 3.9: Only resistance PZT circuit 
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relate the electrical and mechanical properties of the PZT element. The specifications of these 

relationships allow electromechanical interaction to be included in the model.  

Here for the analysis purpose the structure to which piezoelectric is attached is considered as a 

cantilever beam as shown in Figure 3.2. The following derivation uses energy methods to 

develop the consecutive equations of the cantilever beam with a piezoelectric patch attached to 

it. The general form of the Hamilton’s principle is the basic energy conservation 

                

  

  

                                                         

Where T is the total kinetic energy of the system, U is the potential or elastic energy of the 

system, E is the electrical energy of the piezoelectric and W is the virtual work done. In this case 

the above terms are separated as 

                            

  

  

                                      

Where   ,    ,   ,   ,    and    are, respectively the kinetic energy of the beam, kinetic energy 

of the PZT patch, the elastic energy of the beam, the elastic of the PZT and electrical energy of 

the PZT patch, and the virtual work done over the volume.    

The total kinetic energy T is  

             
    

  

      
    

  

                                                  

Where   ,   ,   ,    and   are density of the beam, density of piezoelectric, volume of the 

beam, volume of the piezoelectric patch and the transverse displacement of the beam 

respectively 

The total potential energy U is 

              
  

                                                            
  

 

Where S and T are the strain and the stress in the beam and the piezoelectric patch 
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The electrical energy of the piezoelectric E is  

           
  

                                                                        

Where E and D are the electric field and electric displacement of the piezoelectric patch 

Based on the mode superposition principle the transverse displacement of the beam is assumed to 

be as below 

                                                                                       

where        cos     cosh     sin     sinh      is the first Eigen function or 

mode shape function of the cantilever beam without the piezoelectric patch and shunt circuit, 

    and  is the generalized mechanical displacement,   and   depends on the mode. 

The assumption made is to apply the Euler–Bernoulli beam theory. This allows the strain in the 

beam to be the product of the distance from the neutral axis and the second derivative of 

displacement with respect to the position along the beam. The mechanical strain S in the beam is 

given as  

    
        

   
                                                                         

The change in the kinetic energy is give by differentiating Eq. 3.6 with respective to time 

             
   

  

 

          
     

  

 

                                          

Where                    and Heavyside step function    and    are the initial and 

final positions of the piezoelectric patch over the length of the structure.     and    are the area 

of the beam and piezoelectric patch. 

                                                                                             

   and    are the modal mass of the beam and piezoelectric patch, which are integral functions 

of the mode shape       

The total kinetic energy in the Eq. 3.11 can be split into both mechanical and electrical parts by 

substituting the piezoelectric Eq. 3.3 &3.4 into it 
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The term e is the PZT coupling coefficient and relates the stress to the applied electric field. The 

PZT coupling coefficient can be written as shown in Eq. 3.3 &3.4 in terms of the more 

commonly specified coupling coefficient d by 

        
                                                                                        

The third and last assumption is that the electric potential across the PZT element is independent 

of the spatial coordinates. This assumption also indicates that no field is applied to the beam. The 

electric potential is then given ad the voltage produced per thickness of the piezoelectric. 

  
    

  
                                                                                     

The change in the potential energy is give by differentiating Eq. 3.7 with respective to time 

          
        

  

 

    
    

          
  

 

           

   
  
      

  
          

  

 

                                                                              

Where    ,    and    are the second moment of inertia of the beam , second moment of inertia of 

the piezoelectric patch and first moment of inertia of the piezoelectric patch. All of them are with 

respect to the neutral axis of the beam.     is the piezoelectric strain coefficient 

                                                                                    

   and    are the modal stiffness of the beam and piezoelectric patch, which are integral 

functions of the mode shape       .       is the electro mechanical coupling coefficient which 

show the interaction of the piezoelectric and the structure. 

The electrical energy of the piezoelectric can be spit as two components by substituting the 

piezoelectric effect Eq. 3.3&3.4 in Eq. 3.8 
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The change in the electrical energy is  

     
  
      

  
          

  

 

             
  

  
     

  

 

                              

    is the piezoelectric strain coefficient and    is the dielectric coefficient of the piezoelectric 

material. 

                                                                                        

     is the electro mechanical coupling coefficient and the     is the effect due to capacitance of 

the piezoelectric material  

The change in the work done is the sum of the work done due to external force, structural 

damping force and the electric charge. 

              
  

 

             
  

 

                                              

                                                                                        

              
  

 

               
 

  

 

                                            

    is the external force vector,    is the force due to damping  and    is the damping coefficient,   

                                                                                     

In the Hamilton equation the integral is zero only when the integrant is zero  

                                                                      

By substituting the above derived equations for the change in the energy’s and work done in Eq. 

3.25 leads to the following coupled equation 

                                                                              

                                                                                                           

The above equation can be split in to two coupled equations as below. The two equations are 

couple by the electro-mechanical coupling coefficient    . The first equation defines the 

mechanical motion and the second equation defines the electrical properties of the system 
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These equations now represent the electro-mechanical system and can be used to determine the 

motion of the beam to which a piezoelectric patch is attached. 

The following Figure 3.2 shows the effect of the frequency shift for the first 10 modes of the 

beam due to the shunted piezoelectric patch, the frequency response is plotted for the short 

circuit of the piezoelectric and open circuit of the piezoelectric. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.2.1 Coupling coefficient 

The two coupled equations of motion of the piezoelectric have a common term also the coupling 

term called coupling coefficient. This coupling coefficient value is mode dependent and various 

for different modes. The mode with larger coupling coefficient will lead to better interaction 

between the structural properties of the structure and the change in the parameters of the 

piezoelectric circuit[64]. Since the damage detection is more sensitive at higher frequencies only 

modes higher than 10 are considered. The coupling coefficient values of 10 to 20 modes listed in 

the Table 3.1. It is shown that the coupling coefficient of the 17th mode is higher over the 

20modes, hence all the below simulations are done for the 17th mode. Also the sign of the 
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Figure 3.2: Shift in the frequency response of the beam due to piezoelectric effect 
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coupling coefficient will not affect the properties because all the transfer function shown below 

has only the square of the coupling coefficient term 

Table 3.1: Coupling coefficient values for different modes 

Mode No 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

Coupling 

coefficient(      
   0.74 0.81 -0.14 -1.25 -1.17 0.36 1.88 1.52 -0.71 -2.58 

3.3  Single degree freedom inductance circuit 

3.3.1 Circuit description 

In this section inductor is added in addition to resistance for the impedance measuring circuit. 

The Figure 3.3 shows the simple inductance circuit integration to the structure where the total 

circuit forms a LCR circuit in which the piezoelectric patch bonded with the structure acts as 

capacitor.  The resonant effect of the inductive circuitry can greatly increase the measurement 

amplitude. The inductor can be a tunable synthetic inductor which can be easily tuned to achieve 

the required resonant frequency of the circuit that is close to any structural resonance mode. 

Moreover, when the inductance is properly tuned, very significant dynamic interaction between 

the mechanical structure being monitored and the electrical circuitry will occur. This results in an 

order-of-magnitude amplification of the admittance change upon the occurrence of damage, 

which can yield much increased damage detection sensitivity. 

 

Figure 3.3: Single degree of freedom PZT inductance circuit integrated to the structure  

From the above Eq. 3.27&3.28, the equations of motion of the inductance circuit integrated 

system can be given as  
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By modifying the above equations to      charge in the piezoelectric as the parameter we get 

                                  
   

  
                                         

   

  
      

   

  
 
                                                                     

   is the capacitance of the piezoelectric patch attached to the structure. 

Here      is the voltage across the piezoelectric patch which is given by Kirchhoff’s voltage law 

                                                                                      

The modified coupled equations of motion are  

                                                                            

                                                                         

By taking the Laplace transforms for the above two equations of motion and substituting      

we get 

                                                                        

                                                                        

These above two coupled equations of Eq. 3.36&3.37 can be used to derive the transfer functions 

of the structural response over external disturbance and that between structural response and 

input voltage 

 

  
 

           

                
             

                                   

 

  
 

  

  
                  

          
                                 

The above two transfer functions are plotted in Figure 3.4 for the 17
th

 mode where all the 

structural properties like the mass, stiffness, damping and the electro-mechanical coupling 

coefficient are taken only for the respective mode. The inductance L is chosen according to the 

capacitance of the piezoelectric to get the resonant frequency same as the structure modal 

frequency. The resistance of the plot is just taken as 10ohms. The figure shows the two peaks 
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near to each other one is the structural modal resonance and the other is induced due to the 

inductance circuit which is tuned near the structural resonance. 

 

Figure 3.4: Frequency response of displacement over force and voltage for Single DOF PZT inductive 
circuit integrated to structure 

3.3.2 Admittance of the circuit 

For the structural damage detection mainly the impedance of the circuit integrated to the same 

structure is measured over a frequency range and compared with that of the impedance measured 

when the structure is in pristine condition. Here we considered the admittance which is the 

inverse of the impedance. The admittance of this inductance circuitry integrated system can be 

derived from the same couple equations of motion in Eq. 3.36&3.37. The admittance of the 

circuit is the ratio of current over voltage input to the circuit. 

  
 

  
                                                                                  

  
    

  
                                                                             

The by using the above transfer functions in Eq. 3.38&3.39 and the equation in Eq. 3.41 we get  

the admittance of the circuit as  
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 For clear demonstration the admittance of the above circuit is normalized with respect to the 

electrical admittance of the stand alone piezoelectric transducer          

   
 

  
 

     
          

                
             

                            

The normalized admittance of the inductor circuit and just resistance circuit is plotted in Figure 

3.5. We can get the admittance in the just resistance circuit by taking inductance L=0. The figure 

shows that the admittance of the inductor circuit is enhanced and an additional peak is also seen 

over the simple resistance case. 

 

Figure 3.5: Comparison of the admittance for single DOF inductive circuit and resistive circuit 
integrated to structure 

The Figure 3.6 shows the sensitivity of the admittance for a small change of the inductance 

value. The two resonant peaks heights of the admittance change for a small change of the 

inductor value. The Figure 3.7 shows the admittance change for the different resistor values. As 

the resistance increase the damping of the structure and also the integrated circuit vary.   
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Figure 3.6: Admittance sensitivity to inductance change for single DOF inductive circuit integrated to 
structure 

 

Figure 3.7: Admittance sensitivity to resistance change for single DOF inductive circuit integrated to 
structure 

3.3.3 Change in the admittance of circuit for a damage  

The analyses in the previous sections have demonstrated the positive effect of the inductance 

circuitry for the admittance enhancement. In the structural damage detection the change in the 

admittance that is the damage detection sensitivity is measure to assess the health of the 

structure. The change in the admittance is given as  
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Since the above equation for the change in admittance due to a damage occurrence     i.e. the 

change in the structural stiffness is a nonlinear function of the stiffness change   , Taylor series 

approximation is  used for optimizing the function in the later section. 

                  
    

         
                                                       

        
    

 

                              
  
                         

The Figure 3.8 shows the change in the admittance for a different percentage of change in the 

structural stiffness. The Figure shows that the admittance change is significantly enhanced due to 

the inductance circuitry than that of the just resistive circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Admittance change for percentage of structure stiffness change for single DOF inductive 
circuit integrated to structure 
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3.3.4 Damage detection metric, Root mean square deviation (RMSD) 

The measured data like the admittance has to be processed. That is the current measured data has 

to be compared or correlated with the baseline measurements which are taken under no damage 

conditions to assess the damage in the structure. There are various statistical damage metric 

methods to compare or correlate the data for the damage assessment. The RMSD root mean 

square deviation is found suitable for the characterizing the occurrence of the new damage in a 

structure. The RMSD of the admittance is shown in the Eq. 3.45 

     
   e     

  
 

   e    
  

 

                                                                         

Where  e      the real part of the admittance change     ,  e     is the real part of the actual 

admittance when the structure is in pristine condition and n denotes the number of frequency 

point over the frequency range. 
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   e    
  

 

                                                

    
       

  
 

    
 

                 
             

  
                   

The RMSD value has to be high to have good sensitivity for damage detection. The RMSD value 

will have a maximum for certain value of inductance L and resistance R. The optimal values of 

the L and R can be found by optimizing the function           to achieve the maximum value 

of the     . The Figure 3.9 show the surface plot of the function           value for the 

various valued of the L and R. The Figure 3.9 shows that there are several local minimum values 

and also a global minimum, which is a maximum for the function        . This value is 

found using the optimization toolbox in the Matlab, the optimization algorithm used by Matlab is 

described in the appendix. 
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Figure 3.9: Surface plot for objective function (RMSD) vs. inductance and resistance for single DOF 
inductive circuit integrated to structure 

The optimal values of the inductance (L=106.2mH) and the resistance (R=10.07ohm) are found 

using the optimization toolbox and the values are used to plot the shift in the admittance for a 

change in the structural stiffness caused due to the damage. The Figure 3.10 shows that a 

significant change in the peaks heights and also shift in the peaks of the admittance change 

magnitude.  

 

Figure 3.10:  Shift in the admittance peaks to the structural stiffness change for single DOF inductive 
circuit (optimal values) integrated to structure 
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sqrt(abs(1/(l (3.701650423200847e15+1.53175882328335e14i)+r (5.769656880845161e9-1.394296054317778e11i)+-4.804408848528022e14-2.002714648682714e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.105190324752359e16+3.313919127947644e14i)+r (9.651266991115319e9+3.218692577687726e11i)+8.673716350583829e14-2.590217577129339e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-5.871148168785738e15+2.806859626152754e14i)+r (8.639796671973545e9+1.807198548039467e11i)+5.161585247949821e14-2.450732116119163e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-7.24032904512862e15+2.947357486803954e14i)+r (8.925754470463071e9+2.192655612070278e11i)+6.154517278785854e14-2.490958827203188e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.424651082799821e15+2.424288660185883e14i)+r (7.835726692395288e9+7.836898105930566e10i)+2.369610900776455e14-2.333907936871965e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (7.639786999552782e14+2.013623492721148e14i)+r (6.923758411984197e9-2.626908143211968e10i)+-7.970190058382346e13-2.193890936831097e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-3.91738959541182e15+2.595860199407879e14i)+r (8.20119728657192e9+1.237635406084842e11i)+3.638635425386326e14-2.387716226408924e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.944330375892141e15+1.672523423892772e14i)+r (6.117930401279438e9-1.077007835032623e11i)+-3.595097769208437e14-2.062273908353254e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.070365718642043e16+3.281704567874032e14i)+r (9.588618663580608e9+3.127438346248454e11i)+8.456182394817981e14-2.581797076801652e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.198910954075487e14+2.135171750637042e14i)+r (7.199653620391093e9+4.042646025295524e9i)+1.609726664589049e13-2.237174613628891e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-8.120947791440987e15+3.035009729230977e14i)+r (9.101852317986002e9+2.43543428437376e11i)+6.765982307158572e14-2.515411102269445e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.176625378324306e16+3.379300046415398e14i)+r (9.777794280382761e9+3.404492272456349e11i)+9.113057396542751e14-2.607141057439856e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-6.02272843745684e14+2.198670187032376e14i)+r (7.341696907561586e9+2.011081380242911e10i)+6.541899535614637e13-2.259135638607015e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.126286707300652e15+1.640164321087167e14i)+r (6.038762735504979e9-1.151037333627526e11i)+-3.869991867460706e14-2.048887270993026e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.300230136087416e15+1.608431285169122e14i)+r (5.960619520630243e9-1.223018748336922e11i)+-4.141328762105567e14-2.035587529005464e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.650470126131235e15+1.322982279137107e14i)+r (5.232698886752114e9-1.839367785617858e11i)+-6.668889531918027e14-1.907247056137678e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.555346294222625e15+1.73916948101134e14i)+r (6.27939298345644e9-9.226256420341555e10i)+-3.034450811958509e14-2.08931014386421e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.655808938721765e15+1.722263039556044e14i)+r (6.238632172600324e9-9.620258177090124e10i)+-3.175984684843496e14-2.08251803616392e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-7.528797454532158e15+2.976289958589055e14i)+r (8.984071899613095e9+2.272603092784889e11i)+6.357013044472029e14-2.499083059664827e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.036124972200384e16+3.249803165074513e14i)+r (9.526376999020421e9+3.037266136410478e11i)+8.240060495989522e14-2.573403950554963e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-4.859412968000995e15+2.699299018051681e14i)+r (8.417640822862558e9+1.515385761304705e11i)+4.390192897102794e14-2.419018983025803e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.113299095050115e15+2.264057020191788e14i)+r (7.486542592804823e9+3.681338861738434e10i)+1.157138015010019e14-2.28131224202732e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.864139338458948e14+2.093861571539103e14i)+r (7.106488165061302e9-6.326819464500746e9i)+-1.625259940183027e13-2.222652660389381e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.83180316329715e15+2.472117895937957e14i)+r (7.938452402785646e9+9.093471902303013e10i)+2.726305660547829e14-2.349156789078422e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.252111312799987e15+1.416612262118413e14i)+r (5.476760177601463e9-1.643907407228489e11i)+-5.821434856957017e14-1.951218671381728e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.75410480246812e15+1.705520945374433e14i)+r (6.198135948417793e9-1.000885742751174e11i)+-3.316599832711985e14-2.075748008826925e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.124480004733728e15+1.444560865338355e14i)+r (5.548560037648615e9-1.584213270583519e11i)+-5.572124010297337e14-1.963967179869281e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.226650936584028e15+2.400722185065622e14i)+r (7.784863404419777e9+7.220399552460587e10i)+2.192998169487813e14-2.326320669794193e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-8.733884112032241e15+3.094887993000974e14i)+r (9.221176827624736e9+2.602248933440035e11i)+7.180313122089787e14-2.531845825992264e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (9.013243715217064e14+1.994049087774194e14i)+r (6.878814894706671e9-3.109273262027006e10i)+-9.530765014512566e13-2.186758848964962e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.544040716630632e15+1.349083639244864e14i)+r (5.301299124037333e9-1.785606049165914e11i)+-6.430688743958262e14-1.91970827108998e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.625068050127306e15+1.546795197097741e14i)+r (5.807353588443617e9-1.361010946294583e11i)+-4.6735144696047e14-2.009246478587947e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-7.693677972325575e14+2.220253236742454e14i)+r (7.389664716968007e9+2.560685408085421e10i)+8.207487068469334e13-2.266503782508063e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.546664263740442e15+1.561979174134028e14i)+r (5.845296591756551e9-1.327245899065225e11i)+-4.541764877411264e14-2.015799611978396e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.213253252713629e16+3.412472643795951e14i)+r (9.84167860826526e9+3.499060602096931e11i)+9.334883119632059e14-2.615644216857672e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-9.368222616389047e15+3.155947606022535e14i)+r (9.342065671434485e9+2.773130667312458e11i)+7.600075778759675e14-2.548387927846477e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.189096681162449e15+1.43051830998932e14i)+r (5.512543211370303e9-1.614280384267737e11i)+-5.697185332806094e14-1.957582547772088e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.384275155821702e15+1.592795747831055e14i)+r (5.921927932843686e9-1.258255090458416e11i)+-4.275677666175001e14-2.028970067365804e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-3.254199496239086e15+2.52089076345725e14i)+r (8.042524838500876e9+1.038203664249481e11i)+3.087676658277627e14-2.364505271390228e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-8.424779587846362e15+3.064802631432911e14i)+r (9.161320302395014e9+2.518338489067872e11i)+6.97247314895713e14-2.523615085534142e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.849465750588846e15+1.502123159873235e14i)+r (5.694995968148193e9-1.459447035686348e11i)+-5.063654135979026e14-1.989714622532289e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.002459665368892e16+3.218211875351777e14i)+r (9.464539357703153e9+2.948164796128196e11i)+8.025341488151323e14-2.565038109399282e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.990335853427618e15+1.473060871678849e14i)+r (5.621301187753323e9-1.522739494590121e11i)+-5.319544719645604e14-1.976798982182913e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.240613807316476e15+1.790891101362386e14i)+r (6.403280279684063e9-8.011251044724606e10i)+-2.604276620914077e14-2.109819670468409e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.470550038643585e15+2.308725016521326e14i)+r (7.584690529352961e9+4.831093729752808e10i)+1.49793735838823e14-2.296217454296356e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-3.692301382466669e15+2.570625879827995e14i)+r (8.14796165499537e9+1.170327052221144e11i)+3.453785199047492e14-2.379954034751966e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.776440189948095e15+1.516868617842064e14i)+r (5.732204870205851e9-1.427106381807649e11i)+-4.934453565543656e14-1.996204053007511e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.597970231246972e15+1.335969216634407e14i)+r (5.266887318396902e9-1.812690801538746e11i)+-6.550176949000303e14-1.913467519630139e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.905121655804146e15+1.844150884635981e14i)+r (6.52961177110808e9-6.745491864450751e10i)+-2.165615444332146e14-2.130530527010509e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.701563650932223e15+1.310121587472014e14i)+r (5.198732379137151e9-1.865641434993738e11i)+-6.786831527431639e14-1.901046814658743e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.347783603157387e15+1.773481874781209e14i)+r (6.36171529131233e9-8.421811951555083e10i)+-2.748602841543913e14-2.102960888648919e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.313549602068555e15+1.402841394738408e14i)+r (5.441209418747595e9-1.673099098090633e11i)+-5.944877852297555e14-1.94487548322378e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-6.404472975876149e15+2.862236674681267e14i)+r (8.753063671397871e9+1.958564790797167e11i)+5.554882553913028e14-2.466744252350382e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.019319213751968e15+1.826223920469325e14i)+r (6.487226739454984e9-7.173151907669922e10i)+-2.31278910344779e14-2.123604416571277e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-3.041067266312274e15+2.496385220683565e14i)+r (7.990319181901325e9+9.733713334840835e10i)+2.906402816814551e14-2.356818535886473e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.488657996391031e15+1.362326798414722e14i)+r (5.335935763112761e9-1.758109049840015e11i)+-6.310419849176711e14-1.925969376686168e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (6.238578717519892e14+2.033390048067696e14i)+r (6.968995572829137e9-2.138135155350912e10i)+-6.39941890878328e13-2.201046285916618e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.751273723608912e15+1.297385914405215e14i)+r (5.164986354998216e9-1.891516138631121e11i)+-6.904007937579942e14-1.894866729453884e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.669440234697206e15+1.8805344757785e14i)+r (6.615214425985169e9-5.872641669766342e10i)+-1.86837711615563e14-2.144450589843523e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.452682725295164e15+1.756241883040669e14i)+r (6.320420109693186e9-8.826793945269818e10i)+-2.89199221146292e14-2.096124403942636e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-7.822312230089252e15+3.005506443401894e14i)+r (9.042770352300598e9+2.35352591826837e11i)+6.56083183920958e14-2.507233789213605e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.37343688652289e15+1.389204393761701e14i)+r (5.405889427065212e9-1.701860167658425e11i)+-6.067519554169466e14-1.938552916043171e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-6.678238712464591e15+2.890333565609248e14i)+r (8.810252805626423e9+2.035646406117559e11i)+5.753460538116489e14-2.474789509265371e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-4.379943169745464e15+2.647074401534859e14i)+r (8.308714285363137e9+1.374789328265264e11i)+4.011966988725618e14-2.403316641177755e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.131137718875593e15+1.808471224062922e14i)+r (6.445116837621429e9-7.595051230263486e10i)+-2.459007428552955e14-2.116700822122879e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.788507889867579e15+1.862253827246807e14i)+r (6.572273730172589e9-6.312009270058143e10i)+-2.017480209422936e14-2.13747922687621e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.431798143781212e15+1.375699957874915e14i)+r (5.370798704597895e9-1.730195279385456e11i)+-6.189365163930838e14-1.932250902803468e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-9.693614926601575e15+3.186927684101057e14i)+r (9.403103117032121e9+2.860123283824912e11i)+7.812016264853902e14-2.556699464633902e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-9.048338914228519e15+3.125268684836443e14i)+r (9.281424432250698e9+2.687176122721122e11i)+7.38951104125916e14-2.540103410912079e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.140607326700197e16+3.346449919375807e14i)+r (9.714324638603256e9+3.31104009433431e11i)+8.892671589121358e14-2.598665540818265e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.297129079273876e15+1.936460187030465e14i)+r (6.745727205064359e9-4.518594793294455e10i)+-1.415197243231471e14-2.165501397715658e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-5.611451102428641e15+2.779574184186977e14i)+r (8.58371400301025e9+1.732894616705935e11i)+4.966849246055224e14-2.442765067030676e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.466409844728246e15+1.57731220332607e14i)+r (5.883487499984945e9-1.292995701692882e11i)+-4.409154484314805e14-2.022374118335123e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.214244295143869e15+1.624220307364364e14i)+r (5.999563904293846e9-1.187281304469095e11i)+-4.006102074234084e14-2.042226573417223e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.035937041972241e15+1.974664965335571e14i)+r (6.834163114896731e9-3.585298187735254e10i)+-1.108120996272933e14-2.179649946698656e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-5.356307168067261e15+2.752553983609238e14i)+r (8.527995378002786e9+1.659497435634144e11i)+4.773377314965093e14-2.434823917905208e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-9.396934974250797e14+2.242048154534218e14i)+r (7.437945929497469e9+3.117412714804133e10i)+9.883956906373104e13-2.273895957522435e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.841527777727393e15+2.354274275945508e14i)+r (7.684125177000251e9+6.010569841229457e10i)+1.843204552167897e14-2.311220051460228e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.654297167287235e15+2.33138840964521e14i)+r (7.634245965146554e9+5.417077404291406e10i)+1.670008831037015e14-2.30370654009635e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-6.95683359818478e15+2.918706267160022e14i)+r (8.867815591549583e9+2.113673381385748e11i)+5.953335954101539e14-2.482861005689691e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.058235211227134e15+1.458741268178998e14i)+r (5.584812183946277e9-1.553701259255799e11i)+-5.446245585454094e14-1.970372635367798e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.92075510406001e15+1.487521042288771e14i)+r (5.658028596605179e9-1.491323071633614e11i)+-5.192016039360446e14-1.983246288451411e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.167858280791421e15+1.955469275671757e14i)+r (6.789801178827422e9-4.055049920892748e10i)+-1.262159065896453e14-2.172564154658453e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-4.383601658040173e14+2.177296945837417e14i)+r (7.294040466915098e9+1.468525822612747e10i)+4.887123668564176e13-2.251791447696899e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (4.80919137403192e14+2.053350640041091e14i)+r (7.014528295795044e9-1.642885940433694e10i)+-4.818384947728739e13-2.208224972087715e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.03632600561877e15+1.656264847798042e14i)+r (6.078217676725579e9-1.11428135567748e11i)+-3.732992369214391e14-2.055569692354414e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.775819627371532e14+2.156131473612025e14i)+r (7.246693373870902e9+9.329446718309754e9i)+3.24308928660698e13-2.244471131909286e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.032294558955834e15+2.377384799310302e14i)+r (7.73433028034166e9+6.611650478486172e10i)+2.017531867185825e14-2.318758068051673e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-3.471257912196943e15+2.545636862705001e14i)+r (8.095071586678712e9+1.10385270211714e11i)+3.270134872943029e14-2.372217077090009e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-5.10564970565651e15+2.72579644601181e14i)+r (8.472638433868117e9+1.586997590715377e11i)+4.581161249339848e14-2.426908584544945e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-1.290234429598234e15+2.286281933915299e14i)+r (7.5354567679235e9+4.25254017035159e10i)+1.326982836496976e14-2.288752714655534e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-4.146583070545691e15+2.621342229434335e14i)+r (8.254780739185112e9+1.305786542475151e11i)+3.824693391643789e14-2.395503734361255e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.351191453554412e14+2.073507173384568e14i)+r (7.060358511970558e9-1.141091451626129e10i)+-3.227021121976178e13-2.215427071458012e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-6.135465952332656e15+2.834412913224988e14i)+r (8.696245763415146e9+1.882418738130957e11i)+5.357593579598837e14-2.45872514964309e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (3.475892262884659e13+2.11441577682697e14i)+r (7.152919211472353e9-1.175869798961985e9i)+-1.303347004342596e11-2.229901815492747e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.547880475815966e15+1.898994574665376e14i)+r (6.658435679703971e9-5.42732597848854e10i)+-1.718299840917892e14-2.151444689827885e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-2.626349926456684e15+2.448086473506394e14i)+r (7.886922301431465e9+8.461227996029778e10i)+2.547377551375565e14-2.341519949730685e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (-4.617532108615377e15+2.6730591712068e14i)+r (8.363000212482003e9+1.444652719305828e11i)+4.200464159093673e14-2.411155029696515e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (2.85026755054838e15+1.68894160084903e14i)+r (6.1579025934232e9-1.039211180105259e11i)+-3.456302219193989e14-2.068999990072496e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41+1/(l (1.423789858267793e15+1.917635885465832e14i)+r (6.701939324385895e9-4.975998474532491e10i)+-1.567242018781335e14-2.158461600985805e13i)4 1.061444762265107e41)) 1/sqrt(abs(1/(l (3.701650423200847e15+1.53175882328335e14i)+r (5.769656880845161e9-1.394296054317778e11i)+-4.804408848528022e14-2.002714648682714e13i)2 (5.996366065137885e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.105190324752359e16+3.313919127947644e14i)+r (9.651266991115319e9+3.218692577687726e11i)+8.673716350583829e14-2.590217577129339e13i)2 (1.193940850979415e31/1.6e1)+1/(l (-5.871148168785738e15+2.806859626152754e14i)+r (8.639796671973545e9+1.807198548039467e11i)+5.161585247949821e14-2.450732116119163e13i)2 (1.051129850608064e30/4.0)+1/(l (-7.24032904512862e15+2.947357486803954e14i)+r (8.925754470463071e9+2.192655612070278e11i)+6.154517278785854e14-2.490958827203188e13i)2 (2.396426149449778e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-2.424651082799821e15+2.424288660185883e14i)+r (7.835726692395288e9+7.836898105930566e10i)+2.369610900776455e14-2.333907936871965e13i)2 (3.487203220418252e30/6.4e1)+1/(l (7.639786999552782e14+2.013623492721148e14i)+r (6.923758411984197e9-2.626908143211968e10i)+-7.970190058382346e13-2.193890936831097e13i)2 (1.773682966776465e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (-3.91738959541182e15+2.595860199407879e14i)+r (8.20119728657192e9+1.237635406084842e11i)+3.638635425386326e14-2.387716226408924e13i)2 (3.323810982240515e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (2.944330375892141e15+1.672523423892772e14i)+r (6.117930401279438e9-1.077007835032623e11i)+-3.595097769208437e14-2.062273908353254e13i)2 (3.374126190740446e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.070365718642043e16+3.281704567874032e14i)+r (9.588618663580608e9+3.127438346248454e11i)+8.456182394817981e14-2.581797076801652e13i)2 (2.836413998568516e30/4.0)+1/(l (-1.198910954075487e14+2.135171750637042e14i)+r (7.199653620391093e9+4.042646025295524e9i)+1.609726664589049e13-2.237174613628891e13i)2 (1.034160444204942e31/6.5536e4)+1/(l (-8.120947791440987e15+3.035009729230977e14i)+r (9.101852317986002e9+2.43543428437376e11i)+6.765982307158572e14-2.515411102269445e13i)2 (2.8992868286179e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-1.176625378324306e16+3.379300046415398e14i)+r (9.777794280382761e9+3.404492272456349e11i)+9.113057396542751e14-2.607141057439856e13i)2 (3.296187919814373e30/4.0)+1/(l (-6.02272843745684e14+2.198670187032376e14i)+r (7.341696907561586e9+2.011081380242911e10i)+6.541899535614637e13-2.259135638607015e13i)2 (1.568595443546194e31/4.096e3)+1/(l (3.126286707300652e15+1.640164321087167e14i)+r (6.038762735504979e9-1.151037333627526e11i)+-3.869991867460706e14-2.048887270993026e13i)2 (3.904442049946127e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (3.300230136087416e15+1.608431285169122e14i)+r (5.960619520630243e9-1.223018748336922e11i)+-4.141328762105567e14-2.035587529005464e13i)2 (2.791148693933055e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (4.650470126131235e15+1.322982279137107e14i)+r (5.232698886752114e9-1.839367785617858e11i)+-6.668889531918027e14-1.907247056137678e13i)2 (2.876600450844371e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (2.555346294222625e15+1.73916948101134e14i)+r (6.27939298345644e9-9.226256420341555e10i)+-3.034450811958509e14-2.08931014386421e13i)2 (3.769480763299707e29/4.0)+1/(l (2.655808938721765e15+1.722263039556044e14i)+r (6.238632172600324e9-9.620258177090124e10i)+-3.175984684843496e14-2.08251803616392e13i)2 (2.640050301048201e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-7.528797454532158e15+2.976289958589055e14i)+r (8.984071899613095e9+2.272603092784889e11i)+6.357013044472029e14-2.499083059664827e13i)2 (2.557655833974172e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-1.036124972200384e16+3.249803165074513e14i)+r (9.526376999020421e9+3.037266136410478e11i)+8.240060495989522e14-2.573403950554963e13i)2 (4.308301300315794e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-4.859412968000995e15+2.699299018051681e14i)+r (8.417640822862558e9+1.515385761304705e11i)+4.390192897102794e14-2.419018983025803e13i)2 (4.854943067919929e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.113299095050115e15+2.264057020191788e14i)+r (7.486542592804823e9+3.681338861738434e10i)+1.157138015010019e14-2.28131224202732e13i)2 (3.221502099632817e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (1.864139338458948e14+2.093861571539103e14i)+r (7.106488165061302e9-6.326819464500746e9i)+-1.625259940183027e13-2.222652660389381e13i)2 (2.566161233644179e31/6.5536e4)+1/(l (-2.83180316329715e15+2.472117895937957e14i)+r (7.938452402785646e9+9.093471902303013e10i)+2.726305660547829e14-2.349156789078422e13i)2 (1.853752462017221e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (4.252111312799987e15+1.416612262118413e14i)+r (5.476760177601463e9-1.643907407228489e11i)+-5.821434856957017e14-1.951218671381728e13i)2 (5.488316213521638e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (2.75410480246812e15+1.705520945374433e14i)+r (6.198135948417793e9-1.000885742751174e11i)+-3.316599832711985e14-2.075748008826925e13i)2 (2.876312281908248e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (4.124480004733728e15+1.444560865338355e14i)+r (5.548560037648615e9-1.584213270583519e11i)+-5.572124010297337e14-1.963967179869281e13i)2 (8.049615418657358e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-2.226650936584028e15+2.400722185065622e14i)+r (7.784863404419777e9+7.220399552460587e10i)+2.192998169487813e14-2.326320669794193e13i)2 (4.767158409101278e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (-8.733884112032241e15+3.094887993000974e14i)+r (9.221176827624736e9+2.602248933440035e11i)+7.180313122089787e14-2.531845825992264e13i)2 (3.267228166434326e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (9.013243715217064e14+1.994049087774194e14i)+r (6.878814894706671e9-3.109273262027006e10i)+-9.530765014512566e13-2.186758848964962e13i)2 (4.001771359256205e31/4.096e3)+1/(l (4.544040716630632e15+1.349083639244864e14i)+r (5.301299124037333e9-1.785606049165914e11i)+-6.430688743958262e14-1.91970827108998e13i)2 (2.67582140484332e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (3.625068050127306e15+1.546795197097741e14i)+r (5.807353588443617e9-1.361010946294583e11i)+-4.6735144696047e14-2.009246478587947e13i)2 (5.676401347108868e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-7.693677972325575e14+2.220253236742454e14i)+r (7.389664716968007e9+2.560685408085421e10i)+8.207487068469334e13-2.266503782508063e13i)2 (2.526596147051305e31/4.096e3)+1/(l (3.546664263740442e15+1.561979174134028e14i)+r (5.845296591756551e9-1.327245899065225e11i)+-4.541764877411264e14-2.015799611978396e13i)2 (5.363204531743925e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.213253252713629e16+3.412472643795951e14i)+r (9.84167860826526e9+3.499060602096931e11i)+9.334883119632059e14-2.615644216857672e13i)2 (5.53479941524322e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-9.368222616389047e15+3.155947606022535e14i)+r (9.342065671434485e9+2.773130667312458e11i)+7.600075778759675e14-2.548387927846477e13i)2 (3.662400946549792e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (4.189096681162449e15+1.43051830998932e14i)+r (5.512543211370303e9-1.614280384267737e11i)+-5.697185332806094e14-1.957582547772088e13i)2 3.286200780856012e29+1/(l (3.384275155821702e15+1.592795747831055e14i)+r (5.921927932843686e9-1.258255090458416e11i)+-4.275677666175001e14-2.028970067365804e13i)2 (4.757758587593451e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-3.254199496239086e15+2.52089076345725e14i)+r (8.042524838500876e9+1.038203664249481e11i)+3.087676658277627e14-2.364505271390228e13i)2 (2.385068361563808e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-8.424779587846362e15+3.064802631432911e14i)+r (9.161320302395014e9+2.518338489067872e11i)+6.97247314895713e14-2.523615085534142e13i)2 (3.079911766592986e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (3.849465750588846e15+1.502123159873235e14i)+r (5.694995968148193e9-1.459447035686348e11i)+-5.063654135979026e14-1.989714622532289e13i)2 (1.663992608649996e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-1.002459665368892e16+3.218211875351777e14i)+r (9.464539357703153e9+2.948164796128196e11i)+8.025341488151323e14-2.565038109399282e13i)2 (1.021438387450071e31/1.6e1)+1/(l (3.990335853427618e15+1.473060871678849e14i)+r (5.621301187753323e9-1.522739494590121e11i)+-5.319544719645604e14-1.976798982182913e13i)2 (7.340784861211208e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (2.240613807316476e15+1.790891101362386e14i)+r (6.403280279684063e9-8.011251044724606e10i)+-2.604276620914077e14-2.109819670468409e13i)2 (7.134873696346953e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (-1.470550038643585e15+2.308725016521326e14i)+r (7.584690529352961e9+4.831093729752808e10i)+1.49793735838823e14-2.296217454296356e13i)2 (5.476223809334586e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (-3.692301382466669e15+2.570625879827995e14i)+r (8.14796165499537e9+1.170327052221144e11i)+3.453785199047492e14-2.379954034751966e13i)2 (2.99153190426054e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (3.776440189948095e15+1.516868617842064e14i)+r (5.732204870205851e9-1.427106381807649e11i)+-4.934453565543656e14-1.996204053007511e13i)2 (3.951838042279033e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (4.597970231246972e15+1.335969216634407e14i)+r (5.266887318396902e9-1.812690801538746e11i)+-6.550176949000303e14-1.913467519630139e13i)2 (2.775629988919164e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (1.905121655804146e15+1.844150884635981e14i)+r (6.52961177110808e9-6.745491864450751e10i)+-2.165615444332146e14-2.130530527010509e13i)2 (7.750826764325637e29/1.6e1)+1/(l (4.701563650932223e15+1.310121587472014e14i)+r (5.198732379137151e9-1.865641434993738e11i)+-6.786831527431639e14-1.901046814658743e13i)2 (1.861688643694091e30/4.0)+1/(l (2.347783603157387e15+1.773481874781209e14i)+r (6.36171529131233e9-8.421811951555083e10i)+-2.748602841543913e14-2.102960888648919e13i)2 (7.936425973829278e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (4.313549602068555e15+1.402841394738408e14i)+r (5.441209418747595e9-1.673099098090633e11i)+-5.944877852297555e14-1.94487548322378e13i)2 (2.288843112948895e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-6.404472975876149e15+2.862236674681267e14i)+r (8.753063671397871e9+1.958564790797167e11i)+5.554882553913028e14-2.466744252350382e13i)2 (7.799089887642231e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (2.019319213751968e15+1.826223920469325e14i)+r (6.487226739454984e9-7.173151907669922e10i)+-2.31278910344779e14-2.123604416571277e13i)2 (5.64610691344107e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (-3.041067266312274e15+2.496385220683565e14i)+r (7.990319181901325e9+9.733713334840835e10i)+2.906402816814551e14-2.356818535886473e13i)2 (2.110187777236763e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (4.488657996391031e15+1.362326798414722e14i)+r (5.335935763112761e9-1.758109049840015e11i)+-6.310419849176711e14-1.925969376686168e13i)2 (2.577206170633886e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (6.238578717519892e14+2.033390048067696e14i)+r (6.968995572829137e9-2.138135155350912e10i)+-6.39941890878328e13-2.201046285916618e13i)2 (4.669692023504176e30/1.024e3)+1/(l (4.751273723608912e15+1.297385914405215e14i)+r (5.164986354998216e9-1.891516138631121e11i)+-6.904007937579942e14-1.894866729453884e13i)2 (3.081903669426099e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (1.669440234697206e15+1.8805344757785e14i)+r (6.615214425985169e9-5.872641669766342e10i)+-1.86837711615563e14-2.144450589843523e13i)2 (3.711172980732817e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (2.452682725295164e15+1.756241883040669e14i)+r (6.320420109693186e9-8.826793945269818e10i)+-2.89199221146292e14-2.096124403942636e13i)2 (5.484387936910472e30/6.4e1)+1/(l (-7.822312230089252e15+3.005506443401894e14i)+r (9.042770352300598e9+2.35352591826837e11i)+6.56083183920958e14-2.507233789213605e13i)2 (2.725239061743788e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (4.37343688652289e15+1.389204393761701e14i)+r (5.405889427065212e9-1.701860167658425e11i)+-6.067519554169466e14-1.938552916043171e13i)2 (5.959210602199423e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (-6.678238712464591e15+2.890333565609248e14i)+r (8.810252805626423e9+2.035646406117559e11i)+5.753460538116489e14-2.474789509265371e13i)2 (5.231478684221771e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (-4.379943169745464e15+2.647074401534859e14i)+r (8.308714285363137e9+1.374789328265264e11i)+4.011966988725618e14-2.403316641177755e13i)2 (2.530152070632477e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (2.131137718875593e15+1.808471224062922e14i)+r (6.445116837621429e9-7.595051230263486e10i)+-2.459007428552955e14-2.116700822122879e13i)2 (6.371163340910257e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (1.788507889867579e15+1.862253827246807e14i)+r (6.572273730172589e9-6.312009270058143e10i)+-2.017480209422936e14-2.13747922687621e13i)2 (4.315267592731676e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (4.431798143781212e15+1.375699957874915e14i)+r (5.370798704597895e9-1.730195279385456e11i)+-6.189365163930838e14-1.932250902803468e13i)2 (2.479816277008772e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-9.693614926601575e15+3.186927684101057e14i)+r (9.403103117032121e9+2.860123283824912e11i)+7.812016264853902e14-2.556699464633902e13i)2 (3.870494410174912e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-9.048338914228519e15+3.125268684836443e14i)+r (9.281424432250698e9+2.687176122721122e11i)+7.38951104125916e14-2.540103410912079e13i)2 (3.461352000612793e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (-1.140607326700197e16+3.346449919375807e14i)+r (9.714324638603256e9+3.31104009433431e11i)+8.892671589121358e14-2.598665540818265e13i)2 (1.255233183002026e31/1.6e1)+1/(l (1.297129079273876e15+1.936460187030465e14i)+r (6.745727205064359e9-4.518594793294455e10i)+-1.415197243231471e14-2.165501397715658e13i)2 (5.386493600462028e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (-5.611451102428641e15+2.779574184186977e14i)+r (8.58371400301025e9+1.732894616705935e11i)+4.966849246055224e14-2.442765067030676e13i)2 (3.891143174433437e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (3.466409844728246e15+1.57731220332607e14i)+r (5.883487499984945e9-1.292995701692882e11i)+-4.409154484314805e14-2.022374118335123e13i)2 (1.264233992786486e31/6.4e1)+1/(l (3.214244295143869e15+1.624220307364364e14i)+r (5.999563904293846e9-1.187281304469095e11i)+-4.006102074234084e14-2.042226573417223e13i)2 (4.181342112632583e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (1.035937041972241e15+1.974664965335571e14i)+r (6.834163114896731e9-3.585298187735254e10i)+-1.108120996272933e14-2.179649946698656e13i)2 (5.355664130288863e31/4.096e3)+1/(l (-5.356307168067261e15+2.752553983609238e14i)+r (8.527995378002786e9+1.659497435634144e11i)+4.773377314965093e14-2.434823917905208e13i)2 (3.591818309113935e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (-9.396934974250797e14+2.242048154534218e14i)+r (7.437945929497469e9+3.117412714804133e10i)+9.883956906373104e13-2.273895957522435e13i)2 (2.325218209995647e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.841527777727393e15+2.354274275945508e14i)+r (7.684125177000251e9+6.010569841229457e10i)+1.843204552167897e14-2.311220051460228e13i)2 (8.366907975010156e30/2.56e2)+1/(l (-1.654297167287235e15+2.33138840964521e14i)+r (7.634245965146554e9+5.417077404291406e10i)+1.670008831037015e14-2.30370654009635e13i)2 (2.736226553567194e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (-6.95683359818478e15+2.918706267160022e14i)+r (8.867815591549583e9+2.113673381385748e11i)+5.953335954101539e14-2.482861005689691e13i)2 (5.603601565290251e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (4.058235211227134e15+1.458741268178998e14i)+r (5.584812183946277e9-1.553701259255799e11i)+-5.446245585454094e14-1.970372635367798e13i)2 (7.692271256344867e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (3.92075510406001e15+1.487521042288771e14i)+r (5.658028596605179e9-1.491323071633614e11i)+-5.192016039360446e14-1.983246288451411e13i)2 (6.995301908827474e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (1.167858280791421e15+1.955469275671757e14i)+r (6.789801178827422e9-4.055049920892748e10i)+-1.262159065896453e14-2.172564154658453e13i)2 (6.895781041863331e31/4.096e3)+1/(l (-4.383601658040173e14+2.177296945837417e14i)+r (7.294040466915098e9+1.468525822612747e10i)+4.887123668564176e13-2.251791447696899e13i)2 (2.104665711024359e30/1.024e3)+1/(l (4.80919137403192e14+2.053350640041091e14i)+r (7.014528295795044e9-1.642885940433694e10i)+-4.818384947728739e13-2.208224972087715e13i)2 (4.382525544174381e31/1.6384e4)+1/(l (3.03632600561877e15+1.656264847798042e14i)+r (6.078217676725579e9-1.11428135567748e11i)+-3.732992369214391e14-2.055569692354414e13i)2 (3.635311297789195e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-2.775819627371532e14+2.156131473612025e14i)+r (7.246693373870902e9+9.329446718309754e9i)+3.24308928660698e13-2.244471131909286e13i)2 (1.367980773072896e31/1.6384e4)+1/(l (-2.032294558955834e15+2.377384799310302e14i)+r (7.73433028034166e9+6.611650478486172e10i)+2.017531867185825e14-2.318758068051673e13i)2 (1.005831395196283e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (-3.471257912196943e15+2.545636862705001e14i)+r (8.095071586678712e9+1.10385270211714e11i)+3.270134872943029e14-2.372217077090009e13i)2 (1.674209112604985e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (-5.10564970565651e15+2.72579644601181e14i)+r (8.472638433868117e9+1.586997590715377e11i)+4.581161249339848e14-2.426908584544945e13i)2 (3.306298090766836e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (-1.290234429598234e15+2.286281933915299e14i)+r (7.5354567679235e9+4.25254017035159e10i)+1.326982836496976e14-2.288752714655534e13i)2 (1.708344232592716e31/1.024e3)+1/(l (-4.146583070545691e15+2.621342229434335e14i)+r (8.254780739185112e9+1.305786542475151e11i)+3.824693391643789e14-2.395503734361255e13i)2 (2.297454819875985e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (3.351191453554412e14+2.073507173384568e14i)+r (7.060358511970558e9-1.141091451626129e10i)+-3.227021121976178e13-2.215427071458012e13i)2 (2.100497897184446e31/1.6384e4)+1/(l (-6.135465952332656e15+2.834412913224988e14i)+r (8.696245763415146e9+1.882418738130957e11i)+5.357593579598837e14-2.45872514964309e13i)2 (7.251515796392695e31/2.56e2)+1/(l (3.475892262884659e13+2.11441577682697e14i)+r (7.152919211472353e9-1.175869798961985e9i)+-1.303347004342596e11-2.229901815492747e13i)2 (1.409039694072628e31/1.048576e6)+1/(l (1.547880475815966e15+1.898994574665376e14i)+r (6.658435679703971e9-5.42732597848854e10i)+-1.718299840917892e14-2.151444689827885e13i)2 (4.920483166829676e29/1.6e1)+1/(l (-2.626349926456684e15+2.448086473506394e14i)+r (7.886922301431465e9+8.461227996029778e10i)+2.547377551375565e14-2.341519949730685e13i)2 (4.038567716443052e30/6.4e1)+1/(l (-4.617532108615377e15+2.6730591712068e14i)+r (8.363000212482003e9+1.444652719305828e11i)+4.200464159093673e14-2.411155029696515e13i)2 (2.775702751487628e30/1.6e1)+1/(l (2.85026755054838e15+1.68894160084903e14i)+r (6.1579025934232e9-1.039211180105259e11i)+-3.456302219193989e14-2.068999990072496e13i)2 (4.876665408954155e29/4.0)+1/(l (1.423789858267793e15+1.917635885465832e14i)+r (6.701939324385895e9-4.975998474532491e10i)+-1.567242018781335e14-2.158461600985805e13i)2 (6.574884272479432e30/2.56e2))) (-1.086833583786684e16/1.34217728e10)
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The Figure 3.11 shows both the actual admittance and the admittance change where it is clear 

that the admittance change caused due to damage is significant when compared to the actual 

admittance of the circuit. 

 

Figure 3.11:  Admittance and Admittance change for single DOF inductive circuit (optimal values) 
integrated to structure 

3.4 Two degree freedom inductance circuit 

3.4.1 Circuit description 

In this section a two degree freedom inductance circuit shown in Figure 3.12 is investigated for 

the admittance based structural damage detection. The two degree freedom circuit will be a 

higher order circuit. The higher order circuit will have more sensitivity to parameter changes and 

also broadens the admittance over the frequency range by inducing an additional peak.  

 

Figure 3.12: Two degree of freedom PZT inductance circuit integrated to the structure 
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     is the voltage across the piezoelectric patch which is given by Kirchhoff’s voltage law 

                      
    

  
                                                    

The modified coupled equations of motion are 

                                                                             

                                
    

  
                                   

                  
     

  
                   

     

  
                      

All the similar simulations done in the single degree freedom inductance circuit are repeated for 

the higher order circuit. These above three coupled equations can be used to derive the transfer 

functions of the structural response over external disturbance and that between structural 

response and input voltage 

 

 

 
   

  
             

              
                                                       

             

 

 

 
                                                       

                                                                                  
  
              

Where  

                          

                               

    
 

  
      

 

  
  

The above two transfer functions are plotted in figure (3.13) for the 17
th

 mode where all the 

structural properties like the mass, stiffness, damping and the electro-mechanical coupling 

coefficient are taken only for the respective mode 
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Figure 3.13: Frequency response of displacement over force and voltage for the Two DOF PZT 
inductive circuit integrated structure  

3.4.2 Admittance of the circuit 

The by using the above transfer functions in Eq. 3.52&3.53 and the equations of motion in Eq. 

3.49, 3.50&3.51 we get the admittance of the circuit as  

      

 
    

                                                                                  
  
          

 
Figure 3.14: Comparison of the admittance for single DOF inductive circuit and Two DOF inductive 

circuit integrated to structure 
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The admittance of the two degree freedom impedance circuit integrated to the structure in Eq. 

3.54 is plotted in Figure 3.14. The Figure 3.14 also shows the admittance of the single degree 

freedom circuit, it can be seen that he admittance is little enhanced in magnitude and also 

broadened with an additional peak due to the higher order of the circuit.  

 

Figure 3.15: Admittance sensitivity to inductance change for Two DOF inductive circuit integrated to 
structure 

 

Figure 3.16: Admittance sensitivity to resistance change for Two DOF inductive circuit integrated to 
structure 
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inductor value. The Figure 3.16 shows the admittance change for the different resistor values. As 

the resistance increase the damping of the structure and also the integrated circuit vary.   

3.4.3 Change in the admittance of circuit for a damage  

The change in admittance for the two degree freedom circuit for a change in the structural 

stiffness is derived as in the same way of the above section 3.4.3, using the Taylor series 

approximation. The Eq(3.55) shows the expression for the admittance change for the two degree 

freedom circuit. The figure(3.17) show the admittance change for a different percentage of 

change in the structural stiffness. The figure shows that the admittance change is significantly 

enhanced due to the inductance circuitry than that of the just resistive circuit. 

      

 
   

   

                                                                                   
   

          

 

Figure 3.17: Admittance change for percentage of structure stiffness change for Two DOF inductive 
circuit integrated to structure 

3.4.4 Damage detection metric, Root mean square deviation (RMSD) 
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 Where     is given in Eq. 3.55 and    is given in Eq. 3.54 for the two degree of freedom circuit 

integrated to the structure 

The optimal values of the inductance (L1=1.106H and L2=1.15H) and the resistance (R1=97ohm 

and R2=6ohm) are found using the optimization toolbox and the values are used to plot the shift 

in the admittance for a change in the structural stiffness caused due to the damage  

 

Figure 3.18:  Shift in the admittance peaks to the structural stiffness change for Two DOF inductive 
circuit (optimal values) integrated to structure 

 

Figure 3.19:  Admittance and Admittance change for Two DOF inductive circuit(optimal values) 
integrated to structure 
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3.5 Comparison of the RMSD values 

The RMSD value of the admittance change for a structural stiffness change for the optimal 

values of the circuit parameters are compared to show that the inductance addition will increase 

the  value significantly than the just resistance circuit and the two degree freedom circuit will 

have still increase the value over the single degree freedom circuit. The following Table 3.2 

shows the comparison of the RMSD values. 

       Table 3.2: comparison of the RMSD values for all three types of circuits integrated to structure 

PZT circuit type Only resistance SDOF- LCR circuit 2DOF- LCR circuit 

RMSD value(optimal values of circuit) 0.0219 14.3425 27.8426 

3.6 Conclusions 

In this chapter two different piezoelectric inductive circuits integrated to the structure are 

analyzed for the low cost admittance based damage detection. The inductive circuit parameters 

are optimized for enhancing the damage metric sensitivity. It is shown that the single degree of 

freedom inductive circuit will increase the admittance based damage detection metric (RMSD) 

sensitivity over the simple resistive based circuit. The two degree freedom inductance circuit will 

increase the admittance based damage detection metric (RMSD) further more than the single 

degree freedom inductive circuit. This low cost admittance measurement circuits can be used to 

detect the very small size localized damage in the structure because of their enhanced sensitivity. 

This type of low cost enhanced damage detection sensitivity admittance measuring circuits can 

be used to detect damages in the joints like the bolted joints and welded joints of the rails.     
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Chapter 4 - Assessment of Linear Electromagnetic harvesters 

4.1 Introduction 

When the freight train moves on a track it gets deflected vertically due to the load exerted by the 

train on it. This track vertical displacement under the weight of a passing train can engage the 

regenerative device i.e. electromagnetic harvester for generating useful power. This generated 

power is stored and used for powering railway applications like track switches and signals 

directly. In this chapter linear Electromagnetic harvesters are assessed for Energy harvesting 

from Railway track vibrations. The power generated from the Electromagnetic harvester depends 

on various parameters like Radial magnetic flux    , Velocity         at which the track 

deflects and length         of the harvester etc. These required parameters of the conventional 

Electromagnetic harvester of Tufts university design which is patented for the vehicle suspension 

energy harvesting [66]  are estimated for generating the required electric power of 10watts, 

250watts and 3000watts from railway track deflections caused due to train.  

4.2 Introduction to Railway track electric infrastructure:  

A substantial portion of railroad tracks exist in relatively remote areas, where electrical 

infrastructure is not present due to it being uneconomical to install and maintain.  Thus absence 

of proper electrical supply leads to failure of railway safety devices like signals and switches, 

which leads to severe accidents. If a significant amount of energy can be harvested from track 

vibrations and stored to power the railway safety equipments the accidents can be prevented. The 

power requirements of the railway track electric infrastructure are important to estimate the 

requirements of the harvester. This section gives the details of the track electric infrastructure. 

The main safety equipments are signal lights near grade crossings, grade crossing gate and track 

switch. Other railway equipments like axel counter to count the train traffic on the track and 

health monitoring sensors are also used in remote areas. All these safety equipments have 

different power requirements which are shown in the below Table 4.1 [67&68].  

Table 4.11  Power requirements for the railway safety equipments 

Safety equipment Track switch Signals (LED lights) Axle counter  Grade crossing gate 

Power required(watts) 800-1000 8-10 100-150 150-200 
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Figure 4.1 Railway safety equipments (a) Track switch; (b) Signal lights; (c) Axle counter; (d) Grade 
crossing gate [67&68] 

Technologies have been developed for railway energy harvesting using piezoelectric harvesters 

[11], but piezoelectric harvester cannot generate sufficient energy to power the safety 

equipments they are only limited to track health monitoring. The EMH can produce more 

amount of power to power the safety equipments unlike the piezoelectric harvesters.  

4.3 Track vibration due to moving train             

When the train is moving on the track the track 

displaces vertically as shown in Figure 4.2 with 

certain velocity and frequency depending on the load 

exerted by the train, speed at which it is moving and 

track substructure (ballast, underground soil) 

properties. A typical freight train moves with a speed 

of 25mph and exerts a load around 20,000 to 

30,000pounds on the track surface [69&70]. The maximum range of track displacement can be 

up to 20mm, with the average travel 7mm to 12mm [69-71]. The periodic frequency at which the 

track deflects depends on the distance between the two bogies of the train. Usually the freight 

trains have different cart lengths so the distance between bogies is not uniform. The frequency is 

Figure 4.2  Vertical track deflection [69] 
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around 0.6Hz calculated by assuming the average uniform distance between the wheel pair of a 

bogie is 16mts and the train is moving at a speed of 25mph.  

 

Figure 4.3 Track vibration profile (pulse like vibration) 

The Figure 4.3 show the profile of the track vibration caused due a moving train. The figure 

clearly depicts that the track vibration is like a pulse which is not continuous when the train is 

moving on it. At a point the track moves down vertically only when the wheel is under it, retains 

it position when the wheel crosses the point and will remain in the idle position until the next 

wheel comes near the point. During the time when there is no wheel directly under the particular 

point the track displacement is almost zero. The idle period of the track vibration depends on the 

distance between two wheel pairs. The track vibration directly under the wheel is not exactly 

sinusoidal profile it has different profile as show in Figure 4.3, this is because the wheels of the 

train are in pairs as shown in Figure 4.2. The profile will be close to sinusoidal when the train is 

moving at very high speed. The peak vibration speed of the track mainly depends on the velocity 

of the train. The peak velocity can be up to 0.1m/s for a train moving at average velocity of 

60km/hr. Also the track deflections are large at the grade crossing due to the sudden change in 

the stiffness. 

4.4 Estimation of available power on the railway track  

The estimation of the available power is important to design the harvester. The average power 

available on the railway track site due to the moving train can be estimated using the following 

equation  
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  is the No of wheel pairs for a train,   is the total track displacement due to a pair of wheels,   

is the normal force excreted by wheel pairs on the track and   is the total time taken by the train 

to pass by 

Normal load exerted by the freight train wheels on the track is 20000pounds to 30000 pounds. 

The average vertical track displacement is 7mm to 10mm 

The total distance moved by the track is estimated using the displacement profile shown in 

Figure 4.3. The total distance moved is 20mm and 28mm for the average vertical displacement 

of 7mm and 10 mm respectively. 

Assuming the train has 10 bogies (20 pairs of wheels on one side and 160mts length bogie) and 

moving at a speed of 40km/hr the available power can be estimated using Eq. 4.1. 

The average power available on the track side is 3kw to 5kw. Considering that 40% of the energy 

is transferred to the harvester the useful power is 1.5kw to 2.5kw. 

4.5 Principle of Electromagnetic Harvester 

The Electromagnetic harvester(EMH) is in the configuration of the linear generator. The EMH 

consists mainly of magnetic array rings and coil assembly. As the coil with a cross section(Ac) 

and length(  ) cuts the radial magnetic flux(  ) with a constant velocity(  ) the EMF voltage V 

generated is given by the Eq. 4.2.  

                                                                                        

The maximum current(I) generated in the coil is given by equation[2]. 

                                                                                      

Where   is the electrical conductivity of the conductor,    is the magnetic field intensity in the 

radial direction,    is the constant relative velocity of the coil conductor in the axial direction 

moving in the magnetic flux and   is the cross-sectional area of the conductor 

The power ( ) generated per coil is calculated by the Eq. 4.4.  
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From the Eq. 4.4 it can be said that the increase in magnetic flux    or increase in velocity of the 

coil will increase the power of the EMH. The principle used in the Tufts EMH design is increase 

in the magnetic flux density    within the coil region to harvest more power. 

4.6 Estimation of Parameters to harvest required power 

The Power generated per coil is given in Eq. 4.4. To generate a required power of 10watts, 

250watts and 3000watts a certain number of coils are required. The No of coils required can be 

calculated by calculating the power output from each coil which depends on the following 

parameters they are.   

1) Radial Magnetic flux density    

2) Average velocity of the track        

3)  Volume of the coil       

The estimation of the above parameters for the EMH of Tufts University design (Max Dia 6inch) 

and specified design (Max Dia 3.5inch) are described below.  

4.6.1 Radial Magnetic flux density (Br) 

Eq. 4.4 shows that the power of the electromagnetic shock 

absorber is directly proportional to the radial magnetic flux 

density   . Figure 4.4 shows the cross sectional view of the 

Tufts Electromagnetic harvester with two magnetic arrays. 

The Electromagnetic harvester has two sets of concentric 

magnetic array rings, inner and outer. The orientation of the 

both inner and outer cylindrical concentric magnets of the 

design is as shown in the Figure 4.4. The inner concentric 

magnets are glued to aluminum rod to fix them in the 

respective positions. An air gap is provided between the 

inner and outer magnets to place the coil windings. The 

inner coil is placed between the inner and outer magnetic 

rings where as the outer coil is placed outside the outer magnetic rings. The inner and outer 

magnetic array rings are separated by high permeability spacer to limit dispersion of magnetic 

Figure 4.4 : Cross sectional view    
of Tufts Design[66] 
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fields at magnetic pole regions and enhance the radial magnetic flux density within the coil 

winding regions. Since the arrangement of magnets and coils is planar symmetric the average 

radial magnetic flux density(Br) within the coil regions for the design is analyzed by 2D FEA 

software Finite Element Method Magnets[72]. 

The 2D FEA analysis is done for two design specifications. One is for the example provided in 

the Tufts Patent [1] which has the maximum diameter of 6inches and the later is with 

specification which limits the maximum diameter to 3.5inches. In both the designs the width of 

the air gap(G) between the inner and outer magnetic arrays within the magnetic coil region is 

same. 

4.6.1.1 Tufts Design (Max Diameter 6in)  

The dimensions of the Design used for the FEA analysis is 

listed in the Table 4.2. The materials used in the FEA analysis 

are NdFeB grade N52 magnets and the steel 1018 spacer 

between magnetic arrays with relative magnetic permeability 

529, which are used in the Tufts Electromagnetic harvester 

design. The analysis shown is done for 10 inner and outer 

magnetic arrays with in air medium. The results of 2D FEA 

analysis in Figure 4.5 shows the distribution of the inner and 

outer magnetic flux (IBr and OBr) in both radial and  Z 

direction. This analysis is used to calculate the average radial 

magnetic flux within the coil regions which is used for the 

estimation of the power in the coils. The calculated values of 

average radial magnetic flux within the coil regions are show in 

the Table 4.2. 

Table 4.12 : Specifications and results for the Tufts Design (Max diameter of 6in) 

G(mm) R1(mm) R2(mm) H(mm) R3(mm) R4(mm) L(mm) IBr(Tesla) OBr(Tesla) 

5 2.5 35 10 40 75 22.5 1.81 0.57 

 

 

Figure 4.5 Radial Magnetic flux 

density 
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4.6.1.2 Tufts Design (Max Diameter 3.5in) 

The tufts design is reduced to the size of 3.5inch diameter to 

fit the required specifications. The inner and outer diameters 

of smaller and larger magentas are reduced keeping the air 

gap and thickness of the magnets and spacer as same in the 

tufts design. The dimensions of the Design 2 EMH used for 

the FEA analysis is listed in the Table 4.3. The same 

materials for the magnets and the spacer used in Tufts design 

are used here. The analysis is also shown for 10 magnetic 

arrays in the air medium. The results of 2D FEA analysis in 

Figure 4.6 shows the distribution of the inner and outer 

magnetic flux(IBr and OBr) in both radial and  Z direction. 

The average radial magnetic flux values within the coil 

regions are show in the Table 4.3. 

Table 4.13 : Specifications and results for the Specified Design (Max diameter of 3.5in) 

G(mm) R1(mm) R2(mm) H(mm) R3(mm) R4(mm) L(mm) IBr(Tesla) OBr(Tesla) 

5 2.5 20 10 25 42.5 22.5 1.34 0.56 

4.6.2 Average velocity of the rail and sleeper:  

As the freight train moves on the track the track deflects due to the moving load of the train. This 

deflection depends on the parameters like load exerted by the train, velocity of the train and the 

track substructure properties. The deflection of a typical track is around 5mm to 7mm for a 

loaded train moving at 25mph [60,70,71&73]. The vertical rail deflections for different 

conventional ballast tracks (classified like softer, soft, stiff and stiffer based on the track 

substructure properties) are listed in the Table 4.4[71]. These deflections are measured by 

running a train with wheel loads of 5kPa to 15kPa. Based on these deflections (5kPa to 15kPa) 

the other deflections (15kPa to 30kPa) are estimated using curve fitting. The typical fully loaded 

train exerts a wheel load of around 20kPa to 25kPa [70]. The Table 4.4 gives a clear insight that 

the vertical track deflection ranges from 3mm to 10mm and typical value will be around 6mm to 

7mm. 

Figure 4.6 Radial Magnetic flux 
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Table 14.4 : Vertical Deflection of different tracks for various wheel loads 

           Load 
Track 

5(kpa) 10(kPa) 15(kPa) 20(kPa) 25(kPa) 30(kPa) 

Softest track 3.18 4.71 6.24 7.78 9.29 10.82 

Soft track 0.58 1.50 2.42 3.34 4.26 5.19 

Stiff Track 1.08 1.67 2.25 2.83 3.41 4.03 

Stiffest Track 0.73 1.19 1.65 2.11 2.56 3.02 

The Figure 4.7 shows the Vertical rail deflection in time domain. This is based on the 

experiments done using particle image velocimetry for a fully loaded train moving at 

16km/hr[73]. The figure clearly depicts that the defections are caused periodically due to the 

combined loads of the two wheels of a train bogie. The frequency depends on the length of the 

train carts and the distance between two bogies. The track velocity will not be more periodic for 

the fast moving trains like around 50km/hr, since the freight trains move with a maximum speed 

of 40km/hr the track displacement can be assumed periodic. 

 

                            Figure 4.7 Track deflections due to loaded train moving at 16Km/hr [73] 

The displcement and the velcoity profiles of the track vibration are drawn in the Figure 4.8. The 

profiles are drawn based on the experimental results from different literatures[60-73]. This figure 

can be used to estimate the root mean square and average velocity  over a time period of 

T         which will be used for estimating the power generated.   
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Asuming the velcoity profile is sinosoidal the root 

mean square      can be calculated by  

     
    

  
 

The maximum velocity      for each sinosoidal 

peak is calculated based on piece wise linear 

approximation from zero to maximum velcoity. 

As the Figure 4.8 shows the track will not be under 

deflection during certain period      where there is 

no wheel loads exerted on it. 

Then the average velocity can be calcuted based on 

thr root mean sqaure velociy  

                            
       

  
                                

Using the above method the average velcoities are 

calculated for three different type of loadings like empty train, moderastely laoded train and fully 

loaded train moving at 25km/hr are listed in the Table 4.5 

   Table 4.15 : Average velocities of the track for different train loadings 

Loading type         
                             

Empty train(deflection-3mm) 0.017 0.016 

Moderately loaded(deflection-7mm) 0.045 0.042 

Fully loaded (deflection-12mm) 0.073 0.068 

4.6.3 Volume of the coil winding                      

A copper coils are place in the air gap (G) between the inner and outer magnetic array rings. This 

copper coil is placed in concentric with the high magnetic permeability spacer and is of the same 

length of it as shown in Figure 4.4. A coil made of copper wire with gauge 30 AWG and 

diameter(d) of 0.9068mm was used in the analysis and the length   is given by Eq. 4.6 

                                                                                         

Figure 4.8  Displacement and velocity 
profile of the track 
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Where    is the average diameter of the coils and    is the number of turns which is determined 

as 

   
 

   

  

  
 

 

   

   

   
 

 

  

  

  
                                                        

Where   is the diameter of the wire, and    and    are the cross-sectional areas of the coil and 

wire, respectively[75].  

The number of turns    for both the designs are determined from Eq 4.7 and listed in the Table 

4.6 

    Table 4.16 : Copper coil dimensions and No of turns 

Design 
Average diameter of 

inner coil (mm) 
Average diameter  of 

outer coil (mm) 
No of turns of 
inner coil      

No of turns of 
outer coil      

Design 1 37.5 77.5 70 70 

Design 2 22.5 45 70 70 

The average voltage of one coil will be  

  
          

    
                                                                         

and the average power will be 

  
     

   
     

   
                                                                     

where    is the average radial magnetic flux with in the copper coil winding region and    is the 

average track deflection velocity i.e.        which is calculated using Eq. 4.5. 

4.7 Results  

The required No of coils          and the length of the Electromagnetic Harvester for the power 

requirements of 10watts, 250watts and 3000watts are calculated in this section. 

4.7.1 No of coils and length of EMH required  

The No of coils         required to generate required amount of power      can be calculated 

from by dividing the required power with the power produced per unit coil. The equation is 

below. 
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Based on No of coils          the total length of the EMH can be determined from  

                                                                                  

The estimated No of coils          required and the length         of the electromagnetic 

harvester for power requirements 125watts and 3000watts for both the designs are given in the 

Tables 4.7 & 4.8. 

Table 4.17 : Estimated No coils and Length of harvester for Tufts Design (Max Dia 6in) 

Track 
load 

Track deflection and velocity 
(7 mm and 0.45mts/sec) 

Track deflection and velocity 
(12mm and 0.73mts/sec) 

Power 
required 

(W) 

Power 
per 
coil 
(W) 

No of 
coils 

Power per 
unit length 

(W/in) 

Length of 
the 

EMH(in) 

Power 
per coil 

(W) 

No of 
coils 

Power per 
unit length 

(W/in) 

Length of 
the 

EMH(in) 

10 watts 
Inner 
2.01 

Outer 
0.24 

5 1.31 7.6  
Inner 
5.30 

Outer 
0.63 

2 4 2.5 

250 watts 111 1.31 142 42 4 53.7 

3000watts 1330 1.31 1700 506 4 648 

Table 4.18 : Estimated No coils and Length of harvester for Specified Design (Max Dia 3.5in) 

Track 
load 

Track deflection and velocity 
(7 mm and 0.45mts/sec) 

Track deflection and velocity 
(12mm and 0.73mts/sec) 

Power 
required 

(W) 

Power 
per coil 

(W) 

No 
of 

coils 

Power per 
unit length 

(W/in) 

Length of 
the 

EMH(in) 

Power 
per coil 

(W) 

No 
of 

coils 

Power per 
unit length 

(W/in) 

Length of 
the 

EMH(in) 

10 watts 
Inner 
1.21 

Outer 
0.24 

7 1.12 10.23  
Inner 
3.18 

Outer 
0.63 

3 2.9 5.1 

250 watts 173 1.12 222 66 2.9 85 

3000watts 2070 1.12 2648 787 2.9 1006 

 4.8 Discussions for design improvements to high power density 

In the Tufts design the radial magnetic flux density     is maximum only in the air gap 

region    next to the steel spacers as shown in Figures 4.5 & 4.6 where the copper coils are 
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initially placed. Once the coils slide up or down the radial magnetic flux density exerted on the 

coil is decreased abruptly to small value which can also seen in Figures4.5 & 4.6. When the coil 

moves up and down due to the track displacement the coil will move out of the maximum flux 

density region and the power produced in the coil will be decreased. In the tufts design the radial 

magnetic flux within the initial coil region is very high but decreases to a very low value as coil 

moves up and down. Because of this highly non uniformity of radial magnetic flux within the 

range in which the coil moves when the track is displaced the power produced is less. Hence the 

design is not optimized. 

More power can be generated with the similar design or magnets orientation by doing significant 

changes which are discussed below 

1) For the Tufts Design the coil moves out of phase if the deflection is large and generates 

less power. The increase in coil length or continuous coil tube results in more amount of 

coil always being in the maximum flux density region. In fact, the number of coil phases 

also has significant influence on the power, which needs to be optimized. 

2) The thickness of the spacer(H) compared to its radius(R2 and R4) can be optimized. We 

found that there is an optimal value for that parameter. Besides, the dimension of the air 

gap(G) for the coil, which is corresponding to the volume of conducting coil. A table 

below shows that the change in the spacer thickness for the same magnet thickness will 

significantly increase the power. This space thickness can be optimized for a fixed 

magnet thickness. 

               Table 19 : Power generated for different spacer thickness for Specified Design 

                    Track load 
      Specifications 

Track deflection and velocity 
(7 mm and 0.45mts/sec) 

Track deflection and velocity 
(12mm and 0.73mts/sec) 

L 

(mm) 

H 

(mm) 

Radial 

Magnetic flux 
Power per coil  

(W) 

Power 
per unit 
length 
(W/in) 

Power per coil  
(W) 

Power per 
unit 

length 
(W/in) Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer 

22.5 10 1.34 0.56 1.21 0.24 1.12 3.18 0.63 2.9 

22.5 22.5 1.12 0.45 1.74 0.34 1.22 4.57 0.88 4.14 

 

3) A new configuration like the radial magnets can be used which will increase the power 

due to increase in radial magnetic flux density. The Figure 4.10 shows the configuration 

of both with and without radial magnets for a double layer.  The tufts design is similar to 
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the double layer configuration with axial magnets in Figure 4.10. The 2D FEA analysis in 

Figure 4.11 shows the significant change in the radial magnetic flux density in the coil 

region due to the replacement of spacer with radial magnets. On a whole the radial 

magnets configuration will increase the power up to 65% over the axial magnets[76].          

        

Figure 4.9 Different configurations (a) double-layer with axial magnet (similar as Tuft patent)          (b) 
double-layer with both radial and axial magnets 

 

Figure 4.10 FEA result of different configurations: (a) double-layer with axial magnets, (b) double-
layer with axial and radial magnets 

4)  A rack and pinion mechanism can be used to convert the vertical track displacements 

to rotational motion, and gear transmission to enhance the rotational speed by using gear 

ratio. This enhanced rotational motion can engage the electric generator to generate the 

power. Since the train wheels and their loads are unevenly distributed the input to the 

harvester will be erratic, so a flywheel can be used to get a constant output power. This 
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design is capable of harvesting a power of more than 50 watts depending on the gear 

transmission ratio and generator characteristics. 

4. 9 Conclusions: 

The required parameters radial magnetic flux, velocity of the track vertical displacement and 

volume of the copper coil/conductor are analyzed for adapting the tufts Electromagnetic 

harvester design to railway energy harvesting. The radial magnetic flux analysis is done using 

2D FEA software Finite Element Method Magnets. Using these parameters the power generated 

per unit coil of the Tufts EMH design is estimated based on which the No of coils required and 

length of the EMH to harvest given required power of 250watts and 3000watts are calculated. It 

is shown that the design is not optimized and valid discussions were given to make the EMH 

design better and optimize.    
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Chapter 5 - High efficient and reliable vibration energy harvester 

using “mechanical motion rectifier” 

5. Introduction 

In the previous chapter the energy harvesting capacity of the existing models of linear 

electromagnetic harvester from the railway track vibrations is assessed. The results shows that 

the power density per unit volume of the linear energy harvester is low because of the low track 

vibration speed and also erratic (pulse like) vibrations of the track due to the large gaps between 

two pair of train wheels. To harvest more energy from the railway track vibration that is 

sufficient to power the track side infrastructure a new design which can magnify the low speed 

vibration and efficiently harvest energy from the pulse like vibration has to be designed.  

Typical Rotational Energy harvesters have a transmission system for motion magnification 

which will increase the rotational speed of the generator but when used to harvest form the 

irregular and pulse like vibrations they have low efficiency and less life time[12]. The section 5.1 

in this chapter has a detailed description of the disadvantages of the conventional rotational 

harvesters for irregular vibration input.  

In this chapter we proposed a new harvester design which can efficiently harvest energy from 

irregular and pulse like railway track vibrations. The designed harvester has a ―mechanical 

motion rectifier‖ which will make the irregular upward and downward track vibration into a 

unidirectional motion and a fly wheel which can stabilize the generator speed by storing the 

energy during the high speed vibration pulse and releasing the stored energy to rotate the 

generator during the low speed vibration. This novel design is very high efficient and high 

reliable and can produce the DC current directly from the irregular vibrations without any 

electrics. The design is not just limited for the railway track vibrations energy harvesting it can 

also be extend to energy harvesting from any irregular vibration input like ocean wave etc. The 

detailed description of the new harvester is presented in the later section of the chapter.  
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5.1 Limitation of the conventional rotational energy harvester:       

The conventional vibration energy harvesting system is typically composed of a mechanical 

motion magnification system, rotational generator, an electrical rectifier, and power regulator 

and energy storage element, as show in Figure 5.1.   

 

Figure 5.1: Typical vibration energy harvesting system 

The motion magnification system will be mainly by rack and pinion or ball screw or hydraulic 

which converters the up and down vibration into oscillatory motion[76&77]. Also there will be a 

gear transmission to magnify the motion before connecting it to the generator shaft.  The 

rotational generation with a rated voltage equal to the peak vibration voltage oscillates to 

produce a low quality output power in the form of pulses[18]. Then this low quality power is 

rectified using a voltage rectifier and stored in the storage unit to use when required. A rack and 

pinion rotational type harvester for railway track vibration energy harvesting is investigated [12] 

which showed the output power is very low and of poor quality. The following are the problems 

with the conventional rotational energy harvester when used to harvest energy from irregular and 

pulse like vibration inputs mainly the railway track vibrations. 

1. The first problem is related with the low efficiency since the characteristics of railway track 

vibration are not considered. Figure 5.2 (a) shows that track vibration, which is in pulse form, 

large vertical deflection happens when the train wheel passes by, and there is little or no track 

motion before another wheel passes. Therefore, to harvest 2 watts energy, the 

harvester(generator) has to be 20 watts or more, as shown in Figure 5.2 (b)  In this way, the 

electric generator can’t work on the efficient speed range. In conventional harvester design, 

we have to choose a large generator rated at peak vibration power, whose capacity is often 

ten times more than the average power output, yielding extremely low efficiency and low 

power quality, such as ~30% efficiency[12]. 
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Figure 5.2: (a) Typical deflection velocity of the sleepers is in the form of pulses (b) Traditional 

energy harvesting technology, the instant power is large but the average power is very small 

2. The second problem is the bidirectional oscillation 

will cause large impact force, backlash, and 

frictions, causing the fatigue or leakage and reducing 

the efficiency. Figure 5.3 shows the failure of a rack 

pinion element due to large impact force in our early 

prototype of regenerative shock absorber based on 

oscillatory rotation motor.   

3. The third problem is the reciprocating motion which makes the integration of fly wheel very 

hard. Fly wheels will increase the efficiency from 50% to over 70% in many cases. 

Integration of flywheel is not possible into any current vibration energy harvesters because of 

oscillation. 

4. The fourth problem is the parasitic loss in the electric components. For example the semi-

conductor diodes usually have a forward voltage drop 0.7V, and thus there is 1.4 V forward 

voltage drop in an AC/DC rectifier bridge, which causes parasitic energy loss. If the voltage 

generated is low then the useful voltage after rectification will be very low.    

To overcome all these technical disadvantages of the convention rotational energy harvester to 

harvest energy from the pulse like railway track vibrations a new type of energy harvester is 

designed.  All the above questions will be solved in the proposed energy harvester  

5.2 Description of Proposed Innovations 

Figure 5.4 shows the concept of the proposed new energy harvester. The zoomed view in the 

Figure 5.4 shows the detailed description of the assembly for the new design. The harvester 

design mainly composed of a transmission mechanism, an electromagnetic generator, and a fly 

(a)                                                                                             (b) 

Figure 5.3: Failure of rack in the conventional 
harvester  
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wheel. The transmission mechanism includes three shafts with three spur gears, a pair of rack 

and pinion, and two roller clutches. The two racks move together in up and down direction. The 

roller clutches here have a similar function as the one used in bicycle gears, allowing the motion 

transmission from one direction only.  

 

Figure 5.4: Concept of the proposed energy harvester for Railway track vibrations 

For more convenience the working principle is explained based on Figure 5.5. The yellow solid 

line in Figure 5.5 shows the motion transmission path when the two racks move downward 

together, the racks drive both pinions to rotate in opposite direction but only Gear 1 on Shaft 1 is 

engaged through the Roller Clutch 1, thus Gear 

1 will drive Shaft 3 in the counter-clockwise 

direction. Due to the disengagement of Roller 

Clutch 2, Gear 2 can rotate in the clockwise 

direction together with the gear on Shaft 3 

even Shaft 2 is rotating in the counter-

clockwise direction.  

Similarly, The yellow dotted line in Figure 5.5  

shows the motion transmission path when the 

two racks move upward together, the racks 

drive both pinions to rotate in opposite 

direction but only Roller Clutch 2 is engaged to 
Figure 5.5: Description of the working principle 
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lock Shaft 2 and Gear 2, and then drive Shaft 3 in the counter-clockwise direction. Meanwhile, 

Roller Clutch 1 will disengage Shaft 1 and Gear 1 and the Gear 1 will rotate in clockwise 

direction even though shaft 1 is rotating in counter-clockwise direction.   

Therefore, no matter the racks move in upwards or downwards direction, the mechanism always 

enable shaft 3 to rotate in one direction, and hence the electromagnetic generator will rotate in 

one direction. Moreover, if shaft 3 (and generator) rotates faster, both roller clutches will be 

disengaged.  The feature enables a unique possibility to combine fly wheel into the vibration 

energy harvester to make full use of the feature of erratic environmental vibrations. At high 

vibration velocity some kinetic energy will be stored in the fly wheel; and when the vibration 

velocity is low or zero, the kinetic energy stored in the fly wheel can be released to drive the 

electric generator to produce electrical power as of in the high vibration velocity period. 

Therefore, we can use a flywheel to reduce the speed fluctuation of the generator, and high-

quality DC voltage can be produced directly from vibration without electrical rectifier.   

 In real application, the generator, shafts, gears, and pinions can be mounted on a plate attached 

to the sleepers, and the racks can be anchored at certain depth into the ballast such that there will 

not be any relative motion between the rack and the plate mounted.  When the train passes by, 

the pinions-shaft-gears-generator system will vibrate together with the track deflection, and the 

racks will not move or not move much. So the erratic track vibration in both up and down 

directions will drive the electrical generator in one direction to produce high-quality electricity.   

5.3 Innovative attributes of our approach 

The proposed design is totally different from all the vibration harvesters in literature. By 

converting the irregular reciprocating oscillation of track vibration into regular unidirectional 

rotation of the electrical generator and allowing the integration of flywheel, it solves the 

fundamental challenge in the vibration energy harvesting due to varying frequencies and low, 

alternating velocities, and thus achieving high efficiency and reliability.   

Such a transmission design is actually a ―mechanical motion rectifier‖, where the roller clutch is 

analog to semi-conductor diode in the electric voltage rectifier. It rectifies the irregular 

reciprocating vibration in a similar way as the electric voltage rectifier regulates an AC voltage. 

This leads to the unidirectional motion of the generator shaft though the rack and pinion has 

irregular upward and downward motion. 
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Since the ―mechanical motion rectifier‖ like transmission system makes generator rotates in one 

direction, we can integrate fly wheel on the high speed generator shaft for more inertia. 

Moreover, if the generator rotates faster at instant small vibration speed, both roller clutches will 

be disengaged, and the kinetic energy stored in fly wheel will be released to drive electrical 

generator to produce electricity. Therefore, we can use a flywheel to reduce the speed fluctuation 

of the generator and increase the efficiency and power quality. Other rotary inertia acts as part of 

the fly wheel, reducing motion fluctuation of the harvester. 

If a DC generator is used, the proposed new energy harvester can directly produce a DC power 

from irregular vibrations without electrical voltage rectifier. However, the mechanical motion 

rectifier and the flywheel is not a substitute of electrical voltage rectifier and the power 

regulator(capacitor). The advantages go well beyond producing a DC voltage, as listed in the 

following and summarized in Table 5.1. 

1. High Efficiency: The traditional vibration energy harvester usually has large peak power and 

small average, as shown in Figure (5.2). Therefore, the electric generator has to be selected 

according to the peak power or 10 times or more than the average vibration, and during the 

majority of the time the generator works in a speed or load far from the most efficient 

operational condition. As a result, the efficiency is super low.  The proposed design 

creatively integrates the flywheel into the vibration energy harvesting which stabilizes the 

speed of the generator. The electrical generator will rotate in one direction with small 

fluctuations. Therefore, the generator will work mostly in a more efficient speed range. This 

feature is especially valuable to the track vibration harvesting because the train-induced 

deflection is in the form of short-time large-peak pulses. The traditional harvester designs 

are extremely inefficient. 

2. High Reliability: In traditional vibration harvester design, the moving mass and inertia 

always has a negative effect on the harvester reliability. This is because of the irregular 

oscillation will create large impact force and friction on the transmission gears, chain, or 

shaft and also the inertia will always be negative. In the proposed novel design, Since almost 

all the components, including the shafts, spur gears, flywheel, and generator, except the 

pinions and rack, will rotate unidirectional and also the influence of rotation inertia changes 

from negative to positive side, acting similarly as the fly wheel the impact forces on the gear 
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teeth, bearings, shafts, or other mechanisms are greatly reduced; therefore the reliability and 

service life of the system are highly increased.   

3. Unlike the transitional vibration energy harvester working in oscillation, the proposed energy 

generator will rotate in one direction, no matter if the vibration is in upward or downward 

direction. Therefore, we can directly produce high quality DC power without electrical 

rectifier or power regulator. We don’t need to worry about the forward voltage drop in the 

semi-conductor diode or switching electronics. 

 
Figure 5.6:  Invented energy harvesting system with mechanical rectifier. Compared with Figure 
5.1, the invented technology can significantly simplify to vibration energy harvesting system and 

improve the efficiency and reliability to produce high quality power output. 
Table 5.20 Advantages of the invented energy harvester over the conventional harvesters 

Feature Proposed Energy Harvester Traditional Energy Harvester 

Mechanical motion Unidirectional rotation In oscillation 

Electrical generator Relative steady speed at high efficiency Variable speed at low efficiency 

Motion inertia 
Acts as temporary energy storage & helps 

reduce the speed fluctuation 

Large impact force and reduce the 

reliability 

DC power Directly produce DC without electrics Need electrical diode and capacitor 

 

5.4 Design calculation and procedure 

5.4.1 Motor Characteristics  

A DC geared motor is used since the designed energy 

harvester can produce DC power directly.  The geared 

motor shown in Figure 5.7 is considered for this 

design, because of its simplicity and efficiency.  Also 

the selected motor has an extended shaft at the higher 

speed side to attach a flywheel.  The specifications of 

the motor are shown in Table 5.2 

 

Figure 5.7:  EBM geared motor 

No electrical rectifier or capacitor 

High quality DC power from oscillation 

High quality power High quality power 
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 Table 5.2 EBM geared motor specification 

Manufacture EBM-Papst  Gear Type Planetary 

Model BCI 63.55 PX 63-9 Nominal Torque 2.2 [Nm] 

Power Output 117 [W] Nominal Speed 367[Rpm] 

Gear Ratio 9:1 Nominal Current 4.9 [A] 

 

The performance of the motor/generator tested on 

lay machine with different rpm and shunt 

resistances is shown in the Figure 5.8[78].  The 

figure shows power and shunt resistance 

relationships.  Higher power output is presented 

with lower shunt resistance. The power can be 

reached to 100 watts at 2900 motor rpm with shunt 

resistance 0.8 ohm.  

5.4.2 Flywheel Selection 

The purpose of the flywheel within the system is to achieve more steady rates of power 

generation. The flywheel is placed at the high speed side of the generator shaft where it can reach 

the highest rotational velocity to store the most energy, while also being placed in a position of 

least resistive forces from neighboring gear reductions.   

The flywheel is designed to keep the harvester system into constantly harvesting power above 

80% of its maximum harvesting potential, so that once the harvester reaches its 93watt 

harvesting potential(max for the motor in Figure 5.7), the harvester will continuously and 

smoothly harvest energy between 74.4 and 93Watts. The time increment between harvester 

inputs from the rail is roughly 0.5 seconds.  The energy balance equation to solve for flywheel 

dimensions is as follows. 

        
 

 
    

    
                                                                         

Where ω1 is 345.6 radians per second, ω2 is 272.1 radians per seconds corresponding to 93watts 

and 74.4watts of power respectively,      is the average mechanical power required from the 

Figure 5.8: Power vs. resistance at different 
rpm 
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flywheel between inputs which is (0.9)(117) Watts, and Δt is the time between inputs which is 

assumed 0.5 seconds. 

         
        

   
    

  
 
             

             
                                                    

With the necessary mass moment of inertia for the flywheel known, flywheels of various 

dimensions can be calculated using the equation 

          
 

 
                                                            

Where ρ is, h is flywheel thickness, and r is flywheel radius. 

Various commercially available flywheels were compared for 

appropriateness.  A Cast Iron V-belt pulley of density 7874 kg/meter
3 

and 

4.45‖ diameter (0.0562 meter radius) was analyzed for appropriateness.  

Figure 5.9 depicts the flywheel.  

The moment of inertial of the flywheel is estimated as follows 

          
 

 
     

  

  
                                                          

This flywheel is therefore likely to be capable of meeting our energy needs, since the moment of 

inertia 0.0025 is larger than 0.0023. 

5.4.3 Roll Clutches 

Roller clutches are unidirectional bearings which engage and lock 

when spun in one direction. The roller clutches used in this 

harvester are One-Way Locking Steel Needle-Roller Bearings 

these bearings roll freely in one direction, but they lock to transmit 

torque when the rotation of the shaft is reversed and there by 

allows only unidirectional shaft rotation.  These bearings do not 

support radial (perpendicular to the shaft) loads. 

The roller clutch selected for this project is capable of withstanding 9Nm of torque which is 

within the safety limit.  The roller clutch has a 0.5‖ bore and a 0.75‖ outer diameter and 

maximum of 17000rpm and minimum backlash.  

Figure 5.9: Fly Wheel 

Figure 5.10: Roller Clutch 
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5.4.4 Pillow Blocks 

Shaft supports in this design will be conducted through use of bearing pillow blocks. To 

minimize bending stress exerted by shaft components each individual shaft in the gear train is 

mounted by two pillow blocks at each end as simply supported shafts. Same type of pillow 

blocks is selected for all the shafts. The pillow block has a capacity of 2500 pounds and 

rotational speed of up to 5800rpm.   

The Figures 5.11 and 5.12 shows the final full-scale prototype. 

 

Figure 5.11: Final full-scale prototype of the Energy harvester with “mechanical motion rectifier” 

 

Figure 5.12: Final full-scale prototype with base plate used for experiments  

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=6807139&id=582148721
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5.5 Experimental Procedure: 

 The novel energy harvester deign is preliminarily tested in lab for studying the unique 

behavior of the Mechanical motion rectifier and flywheel combination. The tests on the energy 

harvester are conducted using a servo-hydraulic testing system, ―858 Mini Bionix II‖ shown in 

the Figure 5.13. The ―858 Mini Bionix II‖ system used is designed to easily run fatigue cycles on 

biomaterials at frequencies up to 30 Hz. This system can 

give the vertical displacement over a range of 1-30cm 

and the load cell has a capacity up to 4kN. 

The Figure 5.13 shows the experimental setup, the 

energy harvester prototype is mounted on the servo-

hydraulic testing system. The gear train and generator 

components are fixed by bolting the base plate to the 

bottom of the testing system. The rack bridge is screwed 

to the movable top of the system which is moved by the 

two hydraulic cylinders on the sides. The Mini Bionix II 

fatigue cycle loading machine can apply various 

oscillating loads at different frequencies onto the rack.  

The axial systems of Bionix II accurately measures and 

controls static and dynamic testing.  The System is 

connected to a computer which records the parameters 

like displacement and force. 

Oscilloscope is used to measure the voltage output of the motor when testing the device at 

varying frequencies and resistance loads. A voltage output is generated by the electric generator 

once the testing system moves the rack up and down.   

The experiments are done for sinusoidal displacement inputs of three different amplitudes 

0.25inch, 0.5inch and 0.75inchs and at frequency 1Hz, 0.5Hz and 0.3Hz respectively. For each of 

the sinusoidal displacement input the voltage out for open circuit and three different resistors 

24ohms, 12ohms, and 6.2 ohms connected to the generator are measured. In each trial, generator 

voltage, device input, device displacement, rack peak velocity, and forces applied onto the 

device are recorded.  

Figure 5.13: 858 Mini Bionix II 

Prototype of energy 

harvester 

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?pid=6807139&id=582148721
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Since the capacity of the load cell in the ―858 Mini Bionix II‖ is only 4kN, the experiments can 

only be carried for a frequency of up to 1Hz, though a detail study needs till 4Hz.  

5.6 Experimental Results: 

In this section the results of the experiments conducted at three different displacements inputs of 

the rack 0.25inch(1Hz), 0.5inch(0.5Hz) and 0.75inch(0.3Hz) for different power resisters are 

presented. The graphs are plotted for various parameters like voltage, force etc to show the 

behavior of the new energy harvester design with mechanical motion rectifier and flywheel.  

5.6.1 Quarter inch (0.25) displacement input 

Most of the good quality railway track has a track vibration of displacement of around 0.25 inch 

when the moderately loaded trains pass by.  The experiments were conducted by giving an input 

of 0.25inch sinusoidal displacement to the rack. The Figure 5.14 shows the voltage output for 

different power resistors at 0.25 inch rack sinusoidal displacement. The Figure clearly shows that 

the output voltage is always positive and never reached zero volts because of the property of 

―mechanical motion rectifier‖ to behave as voltage rectifier and flywheel as power regulator.  

 

Figure 5.14: Voltage generated for 0.25in rack displacement at frequency 1Hz for various resistors 
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The force vs. time is plotted for the same 0.25inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 5.15. 

The Figure shows that the initial impact force in the first cycle is much larger than the force 

required in the later cycles. This behavior is mainly due to the flywheel, since the displacement is 

very small the acceleration is large, so the fly wheel needs more initial torque to start rotating 

and once the fly wheel reaches a certain rotational speed the inertia of the fly wheel and the other 

gear and will help to reduce the torque required, hence the force required will be much smaller.  

The force vs. velocity is plotted for the same 0. 25inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 

5.16.  The Figure also shows that the initial impact force is very high and low in the later cycles. 

It clearly demonstrated the engagement and disengagement of the roller clutches. The loop has 

an idle period where the force required is at minimum that is when both the roller clutches are 

disengaged because the velocity of the generator shaft is higher than the input speed and the 

generator is driven by fly wheel 

The Figures 5.15 & 5.16 shows the nonlinear operation of the energy harvester i.e. partially 

driven by the driving system and partially driven by the flywheel, hence the difference in the 

force required for upward motion and downward motion is very large. The overall efficiency of 

the system at 1Hz frequency for different power resistors used is shown in the Table 5.3. 

 

 

Figure 5.15: Force required for 0.25in rack displacement at frequency 1Hz for various resistors 
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Figure 5.16 Force-velocity loops for 0.25in rack displacement at frequency 1Hz for various resistors 

   Table 5.3 overall efficiency of the system at 1Hz frequency for different power resistors 

Resistance 6.2 12 24 

Mechanical efficiency 24.92 16.37 10.25 

Electrical Efficiency 88.9 93.75 96.8 

Overall mechanical efficiency 22.16 15.35 9.92 

 

5.6.2 Half inch (0.5) displacement input 

The average quality railway track has a displacement of around 0.5 inch when the moderately 

loaded trains pass by. The experiments were conducted by giving an input of 0.5inch sinusoidal 

displacement to the rack. The Figure 5.17 shows the voltage output for different power resistors 

at 0.5 inch rack sinusoidal displacement. Since the frequency is low the flywheel effect is 

reduced when compared to that of the 0.25inch displacement input, hence the voltage output 

wave form is oscillating close to zero volts.  

The force vs. time is plotted for the same 0.5inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 5.18. 

The figure shows that the initial impact force in the first cycle is slightly higher than the force 

required in the later cycles. Since the displacement is slightly higher the initial acceleration of the 

flywheel is not very high and once the fly wheel reaches a certain rotational speed the inertia of 

the other gear and the fly wheel will help and reduce the torque required and hence the force 

required will be little smaller.  

Red: open circuit Blue: 24ohm 

Green: 12ohm Black: 6.2ohm 

Fly wheel driven 
Fly wheel driven 

Fly wheel driven Fly wheel driven 
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Figure 5.17: Voltage generated for 0.5in rack displacement at frequency 0.5Hz for various resistors  

 

Figure 5.18:  Force required for 0.5in rack displacement at frequency 0.5Hz for various resistors 
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Figure 5.19: Force-velocity loops for 0.5in rack displacement at frequency 0.5Hz for various resistors 

   Table 5.4 overall efficiency of the system at 0.5Hz frequency for different power resistors 

Resistance 6.2 12 24 

Mechanical efficiency 18.95 11.36 6.2 

Electrical Efficiency 88.9 93.75 96.8 

Overall mechanical efficiency 16.85 10.65 6.01 

 

The force vs. velocity is plotted for the same 0.5inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 

5.19. This figure also shows that the impact force is slightly high than the later cycles. The 

Figure clearly demonstrated the engagement and disengagement of the roller clutches. The idle 

period of the loop where the force required is at minimum is when both the roller clutches are 

disengaged, because the velocity of the generator shaft is higher than the input speed and the 

generator is driven by fly wheel.  

The above Figures 5.18 & 5.19 shows that the there is smooth non linear operation and 

engagement and disengagement of the roller clutches during the up and down motion of the rack. 

The difference in the force required for upward motion and downward motion is not very large. 

The overall efficiency of the system at 0.5Hz frequency for different power resistors used is 

shown in the Table 5.4. 

 

Red: open circuit Blue: 24ohm 

Green: 12ohm Black: 6.2ohm 

Fly wheel driven Fly wheel driven 

Fly wheel driven Fly wheel driven 
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5.6.3 Three forth inch (0.75) displacement input 

The poor railway track has a displacement of around 0.75 inch when the moderately loaded 

trains pass by. The similar experiments were conducted by giving an input of 0.75inch sinusoidal 

displacement to the rack. The Figure 5.20 shows the voltage output for different power resistors 

at 0.75 inch rack sinusoidal displacement and 0.3Hz frequency. Since the frequency is very low 

the flywheel effect is not seen, hence the voltage output wave form is reaches zero volts.  

 

Figure 10.20: Voltage generated for 0.75in rack displacement at frequency 0.3Hz for various resistors  

 

Figure 5.21: Force required for 0.75in rack displacement at frequency 0.3Hz for various resistors 
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Figure 5.22 Force-velocity loops for 0.75in rack displacement at frequency 0.3Hz for various resistors 

    Table 5.5 overall efficiency of the system at 0.3Hz frequency for different power resistors 

Resistance 6.2 12 24 

Mechanical efficiency 11.91 7.12 3.71 

Electrical Efficiency 88.9 93.75 96.8 

Overall mechanical efficiency 10.59 6.67 3.60 

The force vs. time is plotted for the same 0.75inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 5.21. 

The figure shows that the initial impact force in the first cycle is same as the force required in the 

later cycles. Since the displacement is higher the initial acceleration of the flywheel is low and 

the fly wheel will not generate sufficient inertia effect and always follow the rack and pinion 

motion.  

The force vs. velocity is plotted for the same 0.75inch sinusoidal displacement input in Figure 

5.22. The Figure clearly demonstrated the engagement and disengagement of the roller clutches. 

The Figure shows the idle period of the loop where the force required is at minimum, when both 

the roller clutches are disengaged. The Figure shows the roller clutch engagement and 

disengagement happens twice in a cycle, because of the very low input speed.  

The above figures show that the there is very smooth engagement and disengagement of the 

roller clutches during the up and down motion of the rack and difference in the force required for 

Red: open circuit Blue: 24ohm 

Green: 12ohm Black: 6.2ohm 

Fly wheel driven Fly wheel driven 

Fly wheel driven Fly wheel driven 
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upward motion and downward motion is not very large, this is because of low frequency and 

high displacement input. 

5.7 Future Work 

5.7.1 Modeling the energy harvester 

The dynamics of the nonlinear mechanical motion system has a perfect analogy in the electrical 

domain: full-wave voltage rectifier using a center-tapped transformer and two diodes. Figure 

5.23 shows the analogy of the mechanical motion system and electrical voltage rectifier, where 

the two roller clutches correspond to the two semiconductor diodes, the rack acts as 

transformer’s primary coil, and the two pinion gears correspond to the transformer’s two 

secondary coils.  The irregular vibration is converted into the regular rotation by the proposed 

mechanical motion system in a similar way as the AC voltage is converted into DC by the 

electrical voltage rectifier. The mechanical impedance (from the generator and harvesting circuit) 

acts as the electrical load in the electrical circuit.  Therefore, we can use the well-developed 

principle of AC/DC powder electrical circuit to model the nonlinear mechanical motion rectifier 

system. Note again that this mechanical rectifier is to regulate the motion, not a substitute of 

electrical voltage rectifier.  

 

Figure 5.23:  The proposed mechanical motion rectifier using a rack, two pinions and two roller clutches is 

analogy to a full-wave voltage rectifier using a transformer and two diodes. 

5.7.2 Integration of a flywheel into vibration energy harvesting 

In the electrical voltage rectifier, a capacitor is usually added in parallel with the resistive load, 

so that we can smooth the waveform and increase the output voltage Vdc from 2Vpeak/  to nearly 

Vpeak. Similar principle can be extended to mechanical motion rectifier, in which we integrate a 
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―flywheel‖ to smooth the rotary motion of the generator which 

acts as capacitor in the elective voltage rectifier. The fly wheel 

will temporally store the peak kinetic energy that beyond the 

recovery capacity of generator and later converted into 

electricity. That is why combination of a flywheel in the regenerative braking can significantly 

improve the efficiency.  

5.7.3 Improving the efficiency and reliability of the harvester 

The harvester efficiency can be significantly improved by considering some design changes in 

the existing design. The modification to the design of the mechanical motion rectifier can be 

considered. The mechanical motion rectifier can be achieved in two different ways by changing 

the position of the roller clutches, one by placing the roller clutches under the pinion gears and 

the other by placing under the transmission gear which is similar to the one shown in this 

chapter. The best design which has less transmission losses can be identified before 

implementing the design.  

The pillow blocks used in this design have more friction losses in them which will reduce the 

efficiency heavily. Since the shafts have different rotational speeds and subjected to different 

loads, proper selection of the pillow block has to be made instead of using the same pillow 

blocks for all shafts. The pinion shaft pillow blocks need more load bearing capacity and less 

speed and where the generator shaft pillow blocks needs less load bearing capacity and high 

rotational speed. So the pillow blocks with minimum frictional losses has to chosen for high 

efficiency.    

The position of the fly wheel is also important, the fly wheel can be placed on either sides of the 

generator shaft, like the low speed side or the high speed side. Usually it is placed on the high 

speed side to generate more inertia, but the initial required torque is very high  at high 

frequencies which will have huge stresses on the gears and shafts and lead to the reduce the 

reliability and also the safety factor has to be high while designing. If the flywheel is attached on 

the low speed side it will also less initial torque requirement but the inertia will be low which 

will make the fluctuation large. The proper study of this can help to increase the reliability of the 

harvester. 
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